HORIZONTAL WATIR WHEELS.

nologiste, Sept., 1845." The water here works chiefly by pressure.
Belanger experimented with the wheel, a.nd reported an efficiency
of O, 7 5 to 0,85 for a velocity of 4 feet per second. The wheel con. sists of a shrouding of plate iron, 13 inches wide and 5 inches deep,
al;}d 7' - 6" in diameter, and having six elliptical floats strengthened
:by ribs.
The curb is made to fit very accurately, and sheet iron fenders,
fitting close to the wheel, prevent the water in the lead from esca p
ing into the race. The power with which such a wheel revolves, is,
'of course, the product of the weight of water, measured by the dif
.ference of level in the lead and in the race, by the area of the float.
J.iterature. The literature treating of vertical water wheels is very extensive; but there

·are few works upon the subject worthy of much attention, as the moet of them give
very aupe.rftcial and even erroneous. views of the theory of these wheels. Eytelwein
:'-io" his " Hydraulik," treats very generally of water wheels. Gerstner, in his"Mechanik,':
treats very fully of undershot wheels. Langedorf's "Hydraulik" contains little on this
subjecL D'Aubuisson, in his work"Hydraulique a l'u!!!age des lngenieurs," treats very
fully of overshot wheels. Navier treats water wheels in detail in his"Le�ns," and in
his edition of" Belidor'• Architecture Hydraulique." In Poncelet's "Cours de Mecaraiqu e
;appliquee," the theory of water wheels is brie.fly, but very clearly, set forth. In the
"Treatise on the Manufactures and Machinery of Great Britain," P. Barlow has given
detaUs on the cmutmction of water wheels, but has not entered into the theory of their
•effects, &c. Very complete drawings aud descriptions of good wheels are given in
-Arm�ngaud's "Traite pratique de Moteurs hydrauliques et a vapeur." Nichol80n's
"Practical Mechanic," COtltains some useful informati()n on this subject. The rnost com
plete work hitherto pul,lished on vertical water wheel� is Redtenbacher's "Theorie un<l
Bau der Wasserrader, Manheim, 1846." Poncelet's an<l Morin's Memoirs have been
:calready cited.
[The experiments of the Franklin Institute are contained in the Journal of that insti
tution for 1831-2 (vols. 7, 8, & 9), and for 1841. In the le.st-mentioned volume, tlie
disc11ssion of the results is commenced, but has not yet been completed. The con1•
mittee, as originally constituted, does not appear to have giveu its attention to the appli
cation of rnathematical reasoning to the observations made and experiments perfornied.
Subsequent European experiments have consequently, in this respect, occupied the atteu
tion .of physical inquirers to the exclusion of the A merican.-Ax. Eo.]

CHAPTER V.
OF HORIZONTAL WATER WHEELS.

§ 126. IN horizontal water wheels, the water produces its effect
either by imp_act, by pr essure, or by reaction, but never directly by
its weight. Hence, liorizontal water wheels are classified as impact
wheels, hydraulic pressure wheels, and reaction wheels. These
wheels are now very commonly designated by the generic term tur
� (Ger. Kreuelrader).
The impact wheels have plane or hollow pallets, on which the
-water acts more or less perpendicularly. The pressure wheels have
·curved buckets, along which the water flows, and the reaction wheels
have · as their type a close pipe, from which the water discharges
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more or less tangentially. Pressure wheels and reaction wheels
arc generally very similar to each other in construction, the essen
tial di�erence between them being, that in the former the cells or
oon�mts between two adjacent buckets are not filled up by the water
flowing through them, while in reaction wheels the section is quite
filled.
According to the different directions in which tho \\1ater mo,,es in
the conduits of pressure and reaction ,vheels, t,vo systems arise.
The relative motion of the water in the conduits is either horizontal,
or in a plane inclined to the horizon, and usually vertical.
In the first system, there are to be distinguished those ·wheels in
which the ,vater flows from the interior to the e:rtcrior, and those in
,vhich the ,vater takes the opposite course; and in the second sy�tem,
there are the distinct cases of tho ,vnter flowing from above <lo,vn
wards, nod that in which it flows from below up,vards.
Ilorizontal water wheels in ,vhich the water flows from above
downwards, are often named JJana'ides.
§ 127. Itnpact Wheels.-I,npact tu bine8, as shown in Fig. 236,
are the simplest, but also the least efficient form of impact wheels.
They consist of 16 to 20 rectnngular floats .AB, A1 B., &c., so set
upon the wheel a.s to incline 50° to 70° to the horizon. The water
is laid on to them by a pyramidal trough .EF, inclined from 40° to
20°, so that the wo.ter impinges nearly at right angles to the floats.
Such wheels are employed for falls of from 10 to 20 feet, when a
1r

Fig. 236.

Fig. 237.

•

great !lu�ber of revolutions is desire(l, and when simplicity of con
atruct1on 1s a. greater desideratum than efficiency. Wheels of this
form are met ,vith in all mountainous countries of Europe, and in
the north of Africa, applied ns mills for grinding corn. They are
made from 3 to 5 feet in diameter the buckets being about 15 inches
deep, and 8 to _10 inches long. '
.
The mechanical effect of these whee]s is detern1ined accorclmg to
the_ theory of the impact of ,va.ter, as follows. The velocity Ac = c,
Fig. 237, of the water impin()'ing and the vclocitv Av= v of the
buckets may be each decompo;ed 'cinto t"·o velocities expressed by
the formulas
VOL.

rr.-20
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c1 = c sz'n. o, c2 = c cos. o, v1 = v si1i. a., and 112 = v cos. a.,
o being the angle c AN, by ,vhich the direction Ac of the stream
of water deviates from the normal AN, and a. the angle HAN at
which the normal is inclined to the horizon, or by which the direc
tion of the wheel's motion deviates from the normal, or the plane
of the bucket from the vertical. The component velocity c1 = c
sin. o, remains unchanged, as its direction coincides ,rith that of
the plane of the bucket; the component c2 = c cos. a, is, on the other
hand, changed by impact into v2 = v cos. a., o.s the bucket moves
away in the direction of the perpendicular with this velocity. The
water, therefore, loses by impact a velocity
C2 -V2 = C cos. a-v COB. a.,
a.)1
v
s.
s.
.
(c
co
co
8sr
and the correspond1ng Ioss of euect =
Q r• If,
2g

now, we deduct from the whole available mechanical effect!_ Qr
2g

(c coB. o-v cos. )2
the above, and further, the effect,
a. Qr, and
2g
'
.
sin. o2 + vi cos. 2 Q wh1c
.
h the water flowing away with the
r,
20
velocity 'lU = ✓c, sin. '1' + vz cos . 0. , retains, the mechanical effect
communicated by the wheel is
L = Pv = [c2-( cos. 8-v cos. a.)2 -(c2 sin. 82 + v2 . a. )] Qy
29
= (c cos. �-v COB. a.) V cos. a. .

a. )

(c2

2

c

cos

{I

Q

�

2

To get the maximnm effect, we must mnke cos. i = 1, or a = O
or direct the stream a.t right angles to the bucket, and besides this'
as in other similar cases already treated, ,ve must make v cos. �
r . The maximum cft·ect corresponding' is
= ½ c, or u = 2 cos.
a.
Pv = ½ {- Q 'Y = ½ lt Qr, or the half of the entire mechanical effect
g
available.
§ 128. The effect of impact wheels is increased by surrounding
the buckets with a projecting border or
Fig. 238.
frame, or by forming them like spoons
as shown in Fig. 238. Vol. I. § 385
explains the cause of this increased
effect, but we may here determine the
amount of this increase. As the bucket
moves in the direction of the stream
with the velocity v, = v cos. o., the rela
tive velocity of the water in reference
to the bucket may be put:
=
''2 = c-v cos. a,
i and if cf3t = cthe angle c1 0 c, by which
the water is turned aside from its ori-
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ginal direction, the absolute velocity of the water flowing off:
w = ✓c/t + v22 + 2 c1 v2 cos. >3
= ✓(c - v cos. a)z + v1 cos. a-2 + 2 (c - v cos. a.) v cos. a, cos. /3,
and hence, the corresponding loss of effect:
= [c2 - 2 (c- v cos. a.) v cos. a. (1 - cos. 13)] �; ,

and the effect of tho ,vheel:
2
(c - v cos.
a.) v cos. a.
_ _,____ • Q 'Y·
- (t?---?.
v
) Q 'Y_ (l -cos. J3) ..;..___-_
L _ Pv _
2g
g
° ·.
When the buckets are plane, J3 = 90 , . cos. i3 = O, a.nu, therefore
- 'l' COS. a.) V COS. a. Q 'Y,
L_ (c
----------,q
as we have already found, though by an entirely cli.fferent method
of inquiry. In the case of hollow buckets, J3 is greater than !:10°,
and, therefore, cos. J3 is negative, and hence 1c- cos. f3 is greater
than 1, consequently the effect is greater than
Fig. 239.
in plane buckets.
To this class of wheels belong those termed
in France 1·ouets volants, upon the effect of
which m1. Piobert and Tardy have recorded
experiments in a ,vork entitled " Exp�riences
sur les Roues hydrauliqucs a axe vertical, &c.,
Paris, 1840." The following arc results of ex
periments on a small ,vheel of 5 feet diameter,
8 inches high, having 20 curved buckets, Fig.
239, with a fall of 14 feet (measuring from surface of water in lead
to bottom of wheel), and with 10 cubic feet of water per second:
For v = 0,72, '1 = 0,16 ;
C

= 0,66, '1 = 0,81 ;

" V

C

= 0,56, "1 = 0,40 ;

"v
C

and hence, in cases in which the velocity ratio v does not much clifPer

from 0,6 : Pv = 0,75 (c - v cos. a.) v cos.
g

(I,

C

Q "f .

�amp�. What effect mny be expected from an impact turbine \\"ith hollow unckets
(Fig. 239), there being 6 cubic feet of ,,·ater, au<l a fnll of 16 feet at clispositiou � If we
neglect the depth of the ·wheel itself, the theoretical velocity of entrance of ti.Jo '"'ator
✓2gl, 8,02 ✓10 32,08 feet, and if the incliuntion of the trougll be assumed 85
C
16,04
c
200, tho most ndvan1ageo11s velocity for the wlleel v
17 feet
o

=

=

=

= 2 ro,. • = ro,. 20 =

and hence, from the above formula, the e!Tect attainable is
C V COS, •-fJ'l CO$ ••
75
0
n..
L
Q ,- = ¾ . 031 . (512,09 - 15100•�) · 6 • 6'>-,,c:., = ,0">3
-

= cv= , •

X 257.4 • 375

= 2220 feetglbs.

·
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§ 129. Irnpact and Reaction, 1Vlteels.-If we give the buckets
greater length, and form them to such a hollow curve, that tho water
leaves the ,vheel in a nearly ho1·izontal direction, the water then not
only impinges on the bucket, but exerts a pressure on it, and, therefore, the effect of the ·wheel
Fig. 240.
is greater than in the im
pact wheel. The theory of
such ,vheels is merely an
extension of that given in
§ 127. If ,ve conceive a
normul erectetl n.t the point
of entrance A, Fig. 240
and if we again put th�
angle c .AN = �, and the
angle v A1V = c., 1Ye have
the lost velocity arising
from impact :
C2 - t'2 = C COB. � - t' C08. c., and the loss of effect correspontling
(c COS. � - COB. ci)i "IQ •
=
2,q
The velocity with which the water begins to flow down the buckets
is c 1 + c3 = c sin. 6 + v sin. a., and if ,ve put tho height BH, through
� hich the water descenus on the buokct = h1 , we have the relative
velocity of the ,vater at the bottom B of the bucket :
e4 = ✓(c1 + c3 )2 + '2gh 1 = ✓(c ,�in.c� + v sin. a.)ii + 2glt 1 •
Ilut the "'ater pos·esses the velocity v in common with the wheel,
and, therefore, the nbsolute velocity of the water flowing from the
,vheelc: 'll) = ✓c4i + v - 2 C4 V cos.c®, ,vhcre ® = ctho angle c.Bo, at
,vhlch the lo,vest element of the bucket is inclined to the horizon.
The loss of effect corresponding to this is :
®t
1.v2
+
v2 - 2-c_. v cos._ (c42- Q "I - -=- -----=- .;__- ) Q y.
2g
2g
If we deduct these two losses from the whole available effect, we get
the uscf ul effect communicated to the wheelc:
L= Pi,= [c2 -(cccos. � - v ccos. a) 2 - (c_.2 + v2 - 2 c_. v cos. e)J Qc-y ,
2g
in which we have to substitute for c,. the value above given.
If the water impinges at right angles � = O, and
c,. = ✓v2 siii. o., + 2gh1' nnd, therefore,
L = [c' - (c - v coB. •)' - (c." + v' - 2 c, v coB. e)J �;
2

2

= [2 c v cos.

a. -

(1 + cos.

= [(c cos. a - v) v-glt1 +

v2 - v2 sin.

2gh1 + 2 v cos. e •
✓v2 sin. o.2 + 2ghJ Q "I
2g
v cos. ® ✓v2 sin. ci + 2ghJ Q "I _

c.2)

a2 -

2

2g

In order that the water may produce its maximum effect, it should

•
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fall dead from the wheel, or w ,should= 0. This requires that 0 = 0,
.
✓2glll
•
and c4 - v, 1.
e., v2 8in. a.2 + 2gh1 = vt, . ·. v = _
cos. 0
§ 130. P?·essure Wheels.-If the water is to be laid on without
impact, then v cos. a. must = c cos. o, and in order that the water
may quit the wheel, deprived of its vis 1 iva, we must have : 0 = O,
and c" = v, i. e. (c sin. � + v sin. o.)2 + 2gl1 1 = 1P, or c2 sin. 62 +
· a, sin.
· we SUb· o + 9..Jgtl1
1 = V
2 cos. <.\.z = C
2 cos. l,2• If, a.go.m,
2 C V 82.11,.
tract from. both sides : 2 c v cos. a cos. o = 2 c2 cos. o2, then : c2 sin. b2
- 2 c v (cos. Cl cos. o - sin. 11 sin. o) + 2gh1 = - c2 cos. i', or r! +·
2gh1 = 2 c v cos. (a. + o), and, therefore,
c2 + 2g7, 1
(li + li
..;:..;;.1),
= g___
V = ____..;;_--=-C COS. 4>
2 C COS. (11 + o)
in which li is the velocity of the water at entrance, and, therefore,
Ji + lt 1 the whole fall, q, is the angle r A t' between the direction of
the water and that of tho wheel Tho theoretic:il effect is, in the
latter case,= (li + lt1 ) Q 1, ancl the
Fig. 2-11.
efficiency '1 = 1, because there is
no loss from any cause. ,vhen, for
such a. ,vheel, the best velocity of
rotation v has been found, ,ve get
the requisite position of the buckets
by drawing through the point of
entrance .A, Fig. 241, a line paral
lel to v c, completing the parallelo
gram A v c c1 • The side A c1 , thus
given, gives the relative velocity c1 ,
with which water begins to descend along the bucket, in magnitude
and direction, and also the direction of tho upper element of the
bucket.
That the water ma.y flow unimpeded through the openings BB1 ,
&o., the foot of the buckets must have a slight inclination to the
horizon. If we put the mean radius of the wheel = a, and the mean
length of the buckets, measured on the radius, = l, we may put tho
section of the orifice of dischargec= BN . l = BB1 sin. e . l, and,
therefore, the section of the united orifices of the wheel = 2 " a l
ain. 0. If, again, c2 = the relative velocity with which the water
arrives at the bottom of the wheel, or, if
c2 = ✓t:?- + v' - 2 c v cos. cJ1 + 2glt1,
we have 2 n a l sin. 0 = Q, and, therefore, for the requisite angle
___:;_...:o,

1

.
Q
sin. 0 = �_;_-.
2 n a l c2

Cll

•

Remar�. Accord ing to the lheory of the impact of water, or of hytlratilic ,,,e,.�,re, ex
poun<led 10 our fir�t volume, it is not necessary that v ro.,. 4 t a,s. t, or, �ruc_h amounts
to the same, tbn� the component ,.1 of tho velocity, sl:tould fo.1 1 in the d ! rectJcin of lhe
buokPt. Accord1�g to V�I. I. § 43, Ute relative ve locity r, of the "''nter 1n reference to
the uucket .JJB, Fig. 2-121 is the tliagonal of the parn1Jelogra1n con�uur.te<l from the abso-

=

20*

•

1
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lute velocity of the water c. and the velocity of the ,vhcel v, taken in the oppo ite direo
tion ; therefore, c1
tf - 2 r v coi. 4"· If, now, the direction, but not the mawiitude,
of thls velocity be changed by tbe shook on the bucket, ,ve have the relative velocity
at discliarge, after descent through the height
BH h., ell =
2gh1
,/1 - 2 r v coa. cp
2gh, : lastly, tl1at the whole effect
may be taken up from tbe water, we have to makee:
c1 = v, or ci + tf - 2 cvcos. t + 2g-h 1 =v2, therefore,
g (h + Ii,)
2glt'
c1
_.:.,_..::c_
2 C C08. 4f1
C COi, 'f)

= vc1+

=

,-a+
+
= ✓---"---------

vr,• +

V=

+

= __..;___,;. •

§ 1 31. Borda's Turbine. -The wheels discussed in the last para
graph, are called Borda's turbines, from their having been t�e sug
gestion of that distinguished officer and philosopher. Their conFig. 243.

Fig. 242.

struction is show·n by Fig. 2-13, which i s a sketch of one driving 6
amalgamation barrels, at the silver mines of Iluelgoa.t in Brittany.
The curved buckets are composed of three beech boards put care
fully together, and the inner and outer casings are composed of
staves, the outer one being bound by two iron hoops. The diameter
of the wheel _is 5 feet. The buckets 14 inches long or deep, and
16½ inches wide. There are 20 of them. The fall was 16' - 311'
and the ,rheel makes 40 revolutions per minute.
There are no good expe1·iments on the efficiency of Ilorda's tur
bines. Ilorda gives 0, 7 5 of the theoretical effect as the useful
effect, or L = O, 75 . [li + li 1 - (c cos. 6 - v cos. a.)� - 'U/1] Q 'Y •
Poncelet very justly remarks that it is advisable to make the diame
ter and the height of the wheels as great as possible, so as to curtail
the Jength of bucket, that is, bringing the outer and inner casings
near to each other. By giving height to the wheel, the fall due to
the velocity is diminished, and, therefore, the velocity of the water
and of the wheel is Jess. By keeping the diarneter great, the
number of revolutions falls out less, and as for a larger wheel, the
capacity remaining the same, the width of the wheel may be less
and then the difference of velocity of the particles of water adjacent
to each other will be less.

Exampl�. �t <juantity of water must be supplied to a Borda's turbine, constructed
at: ��own 1n F1g. 243, wbiclt, with a fal l of J 5 teet, is to drive a pair of millstones te•
qu1n�g 2 horse po,ver 1 Suppose tile wheel to be Ii feet high, then the theotetica 1
velocity of entn1nce of the water :
t
8,02
13125
20, 1 9 feet.
8,02
1 5 - 1,75

=

✓

=

✓

=
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If the water be laid on at an angle of 30° to the horizon, then the least velocity of rota·
32,2 X 15
g (h + h i)a
19,l. If the water rnters without shock,
tion is : v
=
c CO&. �
29,19 X cos. 30°
the velocity with which it begins its descent aIon� the bocket is :
r,
v2 - 2 C " CVS. cp
V1 - � - 2gh.
✓v"-2gh. 15,88 feet. For tl.Je
a?gle -/,, at which the upper elen1ent of the buckets must incline to the horizon, ,ve have:
mn. "'
C • • ~·
2 9, 19 .
.
81n• ..,,
'. If we give tbe bottom or
sin. 300 01n:11 S9 ••. .,Z. 060, 46a
11.n. <f,
c1
15,88
the bucket an inclination of 2 5° to the horizon, ,ve get for the ab:,0lute velooi1y of the
water flo,ving away :
.
9
w = 2 a Bin. = 2 . 191 1 lin..a12!0 = 8,2 ft.,
2
and, hence, the effect:
8 21
_
• ) . 62,6 Q = 654 Q.
L = t (h+ h,
Q ;- = ¾ ( 1 5 - 2g
'lg
That we ,nay have 2 hor�e power, or l 100 feet pounds per seroncl, we must have l lOO
65:i
1 17 cubic feet of water per second. If the meao radius (measured to the centre of
the buckets) of the ,vheel ha 2 feet, and if the water space he 6 iucbes wiJe, we get
tJ,e united areAs of section of the orifices of djscbarge nt the bottom of the wheel
25°
2105 square feet, whic-h is quite sufficient to pass
4.i
2 'IT a l Hin. 0
1, 7 cubic feet of ,va.ter per �econd, witl1 a velocity of 10 feet.

=

= vc'+

.

= -.

=

= v<"+
=
= -::-::-=

=
=

=

,er)

=
=

="' .

n11.

=

§ 132. Roues en Ou,ves. - To this category of turbines belong
those horizontal wheels enclosed in a pit or l(Jell, frequently met
with in the south of France, and called '1'oues en cui•es (Ger. I(ufen
rtlder). They are described by Belidor in the '' Architecture Hy, draulique," by D' Aubuisson in his " Hydraulique," and Piobert and
Tartly, in the work already cited, have gi,�en the results of experi
ments instituted on one of these wheels. These wheels are very
\ similar in form to those last described (Fig. 239). They are gene1·ally 1 metre in diameter, and have 9 curved buckets. They are
made of only two pieces, and are bound together by iron hoops.
Tho axis O.D (Fig. 244) stands on a pi,·ot,
Fig. 244.
the footstep of which is on a lever 00, by
which the wheel may be raised and lowered
as the millstone may require. The ,vheel is
near the bottom of a. well, 2 metres deep, and
1,02 metres in diameter. The water comes
into the well by a load laid tangentially to it,
about 18 feet long, the breadth at the outer
extremity being 2' - 6", and at the entrance
to the well a.bout 10 inches. �rhe water fio,vs
in �ith . a great velocity, acquires a rotary
motion 1n the wheel chamber, and acts by
imp�ct and pressure on the wheel buckets,
flowing through it into the tail-race. 'l'bere is evidently a great loss
of water in such wheels and their efficiency is consequently small.
Piobert and Tardy fou�d an efficiency of 0,27 for n, 1t1ell wheel at
Toulouse, the fall being 10 feet with 13!- cubic feet of w a ter per
second, and the number of revo)�tions u _: 100. }1or u = 120, the
efficiency '1 ,vas = 0,22, and for u = 133, ,; = 0,15. The wheels of
the Dasaole mill, at Toulouse, give nn efficiency of 0,18.
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D' ..A.ubuisson mentions that wheels of this kind have been erected
recently, the wheel being put immediately under the bottom, and
made of somewhat greater diameter than the ,vell. The pyramidal
trough for laying on the water is much shortened, nnd by these
means the efficiency has been raised to 0,25. These wheels are,
the1·efore, at best, inferior to the impact "�heels already treated of.
§ 133. Burdin's Turbines.-1\1. Burdin, a French engineer of
'
mines, proposed what he terms a, " turbine a evacuation alternative.e'
They are the best wheels of the category now under cxaminntion.
They cliffer from Borda.'s wheels only in this essential, namely, that
the water enters them at various points simultaneously, nnd that the
orifices of discharge are distributed over 8 concentric rings. This
latter arrangement is adopted, that the water, discharged with a
small absolute velocity, may not hinder the revolution of the wheel.
The first ,vheel of this kind
Fig. 245.
was erected by Burilin for a
mill nt Pont-G ib11u<l, and is
described in the ".1\nnalos des
�fines, nr. Serie, t. III. n Fig.
245 represents a pln.n of this
wheel. A B JJ is tho pen
trough immediately above tho
wheel, having a series of ori
fices EFin the botton1, through
which the ,Yater is laid on to
tho wheel with a sligl1t inclination. The wheel revolving on the axis o consists of a series of
conduits, the entrances to which make together tho annular space
GBH, which moves accurately under the arc .EF forme<l by the
trough-openings, so that the water passes unimpeded from the one
into the other. The conduits (Fr. couloirs) are verticn1 at tho upper
end, and nearly horizontal, and tangential at the bottom. The lo,ver
ends are brought into three distinct rings, so that the third of the
number of entrances only discharge in the ring vertically under
them ; one-third, as K, dischargo ivitltin, the others, as L, discharge
outside this ring.
From the experiments made on the turbine erected at Pont-Gibaud
by Burdin, it appears that for 3 cubic feet of ,vater per second, and
a fall of 10,35 feet, the efficiency was 0,67. The i� pact turbino
formerly in the same position consumed 3 times th1s quantity of
water to produce the same effect. The diameter of the wheel was
4,6 feet, and the depth 15 inches. The number ?f bu�kets 36.
§ !34 . �ffect of Oentrifttgal Force.-In the turbines hitherto �1nder
cons1derat1on, the water moves nearly, if not exactly, o!l a cylindri
cal surface, and, therefore, each element of water retams the same
relative position to the axis, or at least does not vary it much. But
we ha,e now to consider wheels, in which tho water, besides a ro
tary and vertical motion, possesses a 1notion inwards or outwards in
reference to the axis, and more or less radial. The peculiarity of
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such turbines is, that their motion depends on the centrifugal force
of the water, so that they might be termed centrifugal turbines.
Before entering on a discussion of these wheels, it will be well to
investigate the effect of the water's ·centrifugal force, when its motion
is in a spiral line round a centre, or when the motion is radial and
rotary at the same time. The centrifugal force of a body of the
weight G, revolving at a distance y, with an angular velocity {,)'
2
GY
w
(Vol. I. § 231 ). If this weight
round a given point, is 1' =
g

moves also a small distance a radially outwards, or inwards, then
this force will have produced, or absorbed, an amount of mechanical
(.) G '!I a
_
:
F
a
=
___;;__ . If, then, we assume that the
effect represented by
•
g
motion commences in the centre of rotation, and continues radially
outwards, so that ultimately the distance of the weight from the axis
= r, we may ascertain the mechanical effect produced by the cenr
trifugal force by substituting in the last formula a = y, introducing
n
.
n r and uniting the mechanical
r 2r 3 r
,
success1vely,however, -, -,
-•••
n
n n n
effects resulting by summation. Hence the mechanical effect in
question is :
n
3r
w G r -r + -.+
. . . + -r)
(r + 2
L = -n
n
n
ng n
r2 • n (n + 1 )
= f,) G2 r (1 + 2 + 3 + . . . + n) = 4,) G
n2 g
n g
2
or, as we must assume n infinite :
2
2
'1>2 G r2
w2 r
v
n
L =- -. - = - . G = - G,
2
n g
2
2g
2g
when v is the velocity of rotation eu r of the body at the extreme
point of its motion. As this mechanical effect is produced by the
centrifugal force when the motion is from within outioards, it must
be consumed when the motion is from without inwards. If the
body does not come to the centre at the end of its motion, but
remains at a distance r1 from it, then there remains an amount of
effect w r1'J G, and the body consumes, therefore, only the effect
29
2
2
2
2
2
L =a w' r2 G - W r. G = (r - r12) � G = (V - VJ ) G,
2g
2g
2g
2g
if v. rel!resent the velocity of rotation at the distance r1 or end of
the mot!on, as v represents it at the distance r or co�mencement of
the motion. If the motion is from within outwards, then the effect
2 v/
produced by centrifugal force is L
% ) G.
§ 135. Ponc elet's Turl>ine.-One of the most simple horizontal
wheels, in which centrifugal force influences the working, is Ponce2

2

2

'J

2

= ("
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let's turbine, shown in Fig. 246, in plan. This turbine has curved
buckets between shroudings, and is,
Fig. 246·
in fact, one of Poncelet's undershot
wheels, laid on its side. The ,vate r
is laid on by a trough .AD nearly ta,n.
gentially, and runs along . the cu:ved
bucket to discharge itself 1n tho 1nte•
rior. That the eft·ect of tho water on
tl10 wheel mny be a maximum, it is
necessary that the w�tcr shou!d enter
without shock and discharge into the
interior deprived of its vis viva. The
direction of tho end of the bucket .A,
insuring no shock, is determined ex•
actly as for Poncelet's undershot wheel,
by constructing n t1·inngle with the velocity v of the wheel 0,nd that
c of the water entering and dra,ving Ac 1 paral1cl to tho side vc.
The relative velocity .Ac 1 with "·hich the wa.ter enters the wheel is :
c1 = ✓ c2 + v2 - 2 c v cos. �, � being the angle c A v by which the
direction of the stream of water deviates from the tangent to
the ci1·cumference of the wheel. This velocity is, however, dimi.
nished by centrifugal force dm· ing tho motion of the water on the
bucket, and, therefore, the relative velocity Bc2 = c2 with which
the water comes to the inside of the wheel, is less than the above
velocity c1 • According to the result of the investigation in the
last para.graph, the water loses an amount of effect represented by
2 - 1•1z .
2 - v1z)
v
.
. t, v c1ng
v
--. h e1g
the
1n pressu1·e or ve]oc1ty
(
h
b
Q r, or
2g
2g
velocity of rotation at the commencement, and v1 that a.t end of the
2
motion. If, therefore, ;� be tho height due to the velocity at the

C
that at the exit B, we have
entrance A, and i
2

2g

2
'1112
v2 _ _
c
r
_
2... = _!_. _ (
) , and, there1ore, c22 = c12 - 112 + 111s, or as
2g
2g
2g
2g
c1 2 = c2 + v2 - 2 c v co8. s, c<J.2 = c2 + 11/' - 2 c 1J cos. �, and
c2 = ✓c 2 + v 2 - 2 c v cos.�, it being constantly borne in mind that
vcis the velocity of rotation at the outer pe� iphe��y, �nd v1 that at
the inner. In order to rob the water of all its vis viva, the end B
of the bucket should be laid tangentially to the inner periphery of
the wheel, and also c2 should be made
= vi, or c' + v/· - n;,t, c v cos. � = v1!i, 1.• e., v cos. ,o = 2C .
. For the sake of an unimpeded discharge of the water to the inte.
r1or, the angle «l 1 at which the inner end of the bucket cuts the wheel
must be made 15° to 80°, and, hence, the absolute velocity of th�
water discharged ilJ = ✓cz2 + 1,,12 - 2 c2 v1 cos. �i, or, if we assume
c: 2

•
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v cos.c� = ;, or, v1 = c2, w = 2 v1 sin,. �1 , and the loss of mechanical

effect corresponding is :
. 8 1)2 Q "I
(9
'I.(}
Q
;:_- r = ... v1 sin. - � ,
2 2g
�u
lastly, tho remaining useful effect of tho ,vheel :
2
8
1
L=
v1 sin. ) ] Q ,y .
2
2g
According to Poncelet, theso wheels should give an efficiency of
0,65 to 0,75.
§ 136. l)ana'ides. -,ve shall next treat of horizont:i.l wheels which
have more or less the form of an in,erted cone, and which are
termed in France roues a poires, or .Dana'i.des. Belidor describes
them in the " A1·chitecture hydraulique."
Fig. 247.
Fig. 247 represents the general arrangemcnt of these wheels. They consist essen
tially of a vertical ax.is, with a doublo conical
casing attached. The space between the
casing is intersected by division plates, form
ing conduits running from top to bottom.
The water is laid on by a trough .A at top,
and flows off through the bottom of the cone
at .E, near to the axis, after having passed
throu�h the conduits abovo mentioned. In.
the sunplest form of wheels, the W\9ision
plates are plano surfaces, running vertically ;
in other cases they are spiral or screw
formed. Belidor describes the ,vhecl without
the outer casing, but the wheel is placed in
a conical vessel fitting pretty closely to the blades, or division plates.
In these wheels, gravity and centrifugal force act simultaneously
on the water. If the water enters the wheel with the relative velo
city <\ above, at the point B, the velocity of rotation of which is v,
and flo,vs, in the wheel, through a height /1,1 , tho velocity at the
bottom of the wheel near the axis will be c9, determined by the for
mula c22 = c/" + 2gh1 - v-'. In order that this may be 0, we must
h�ve v2 = c/· + 29 li 1 • Further, that the water may enter the wheel
without shock, the horizontal component of its velocity must equal
the velocity of rotation, that is, c cos. 8 = i,, 8 being the inclination
of the stream of water to the horizon.
The relative velocity of entrance is c 1 = c sin. s, and, thercfore,
the abovo equation of condition becomes,
c2 co8. 6!1 = o' ein. a2 + 2gh 0 i. e., c' coe. 2 8 = 2gli1 ·
c'l. = h1
The fall necessary for the velocity is therefore 7, = •
' :i
'
29 cos. :..0 b
If, now, the ,vhole fall lt1 +
l1,1 = Ji, then the depth of the
cos. 2 6
'},

[c2- (2
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eos. 2 s
li.
. ht due to the veIoc1ty:
,vhee1 h1 = ---, and the he1g
1 + cos. 2 s

lt'l =
,,,
.
1 + cos. 2 s
By this arrangement there is no loss of mechanical effect, but as
the axis has a ccrt11in sectional area, an<l tho water too requires a.
certain area of orifice for discharge, and thus the water can only be
brought to within a certain distance of the axis, its vis 'lliva cannot
be entirely taken up, so that the efficiency is not nearly 1,0.

Rl"mark. The wheel just described is known as Burdin's Damude. The older Danrude
of Manouri d'Ectot was dilferently constructed, though ju principle it was the same.
This wheel consisted of a shecl iron cylinder, ,vi1b nn orifice in the bottom for the tli$
charge of the ,vnter, and throu�b which the axis passed. In tbia hollow cylinder, there
is placed a closed cylinder in snch a po::;ition ns to leavo nn aonulnr spnce between it
and that first n1cntione<l, and nli.;o a space betwt!eo the boltoms of the t,vo. This latter
is divided by plates anJ buckets placed vertically and radially ioto a series of compart
n,eots. The ,vater is laid on tangentially into the space between tho two cylinders
tlesccnds along the surface to the bottom, inducing a rotary motion of tl1e whole nppa:
rarus. In this monoer it flo,vetl gradually to the bottom, and from thence reached tlie
orifice of discharge. See '' Dictionuaire cles Sciences mathemariques par MontfenierI
art. Danatue:1
This form of Dnna1de Las been recently perfected by Mr. James Thomson, of Glasgov;r, so that the efficiency of a model h as been proved to be 0,85.

§ 137. Reaction of Water.-Before proceeding with the descrip
tion and investigation of the theo1·y of reaction ?.olteels, it is neces
sa1·y that we should illustrate the nature of the reaction of wa.ter in
its discharge from vessels. As a solid body endowed ,vith an acce
lerated motion, it reacts in the opposite direction ,vith a force equal
to the moving force, so it is in the case of ,vater when it issues from
a. vessel with an accelerated motion from the orifice. This accelera,
tion always takes place when the area of the
Fig. 248.
orifice is less than the n.rca of tho vessel, or
the velocity of discharge greater than the velo,
city of the water tlu.-ough the vessel. On these
grounds the vertical pressure of the water in
the vessel HRF, Fig. 24 , from ,vhich tho
water flows do,vnwards at F, is less than the
,vcight of the mass of ,vater in the vessel. The
decrease of this force, or the reaction, of the
toatei· flowing a,vay, may be determined as fol
lows. If the horizontal ]ayer AB of the water
flowing out, has a variable section G, a varia
ble thickness x, and a variable acceleration p, its weight is G x 'Y
and its massc= G x r, and, therefore, its reaction J1= G x 'Y • p. If'
g
g
�o�, w repr�sent the variable velocity of the lay�r of water, and "
its increase 1n passing through the elementary distance x, we have
(accorcling to Vol. I. § 19) p x = w ", and, therefore, I( = G 'Y •u; " ·

u
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If F be the area of the orifice, nnd v the velocity of discharge, then
Gw ==- Fv, and, therefore, K = F r v x. To obtain the reaction of
g

all the layers of water, we must substitute in the last expression for
", the increments of velocity x 1 , x2, x3, • • • x,. of all the layers of
water, and sum the results. The reaction of the whole mass is tlius
P = !:!!_ '1 (x1 x2 + . . . ¥1l ). If c be the velocity of entrance
g

+

+

of the water, the sum of all the increments of velocity = v -c,
and, therefore, the reaction required:
p = Fv "I (v - c) = (v - c ) Fv . r = v - c . Q "''
g
g
g
Q being the quantity clischa.1:ged per second. If, however, the
orifice J!' be very ama.11 compared with the surface HR, then o may
be neglected, comparetl with v, and
V
V�
P= F r = 2 • - Fr = 271, • .F"I·
g

2g

So that the reaction is as great as the vertical impact of the water
on a. plane surface (Vol. I. § 385), that is, equal to tlte weight of a
column of water, tlte basis of which is the area F of the orifice, or
of the strearn, and who8e he-ight iB double tlie lieigltt due to the velo
city (2h) of the water discltarged.
If the water flow out by the side of the vessel, as shown in Fig.
249, the direction of the reaction is then ho1·izontal, and the amount
is in like manner � c'- Ji',,. If the water vein be contracted, and if
g

a be the co-efficient of contraction, then, instead of F, we must put
rr a Fr.
Fa, or P = .
g
Rnnark. M-r. Peter Ewart, of Manchester, mnde

experiments to test this result, (" ?r1emoirs of the

Manchester Phil. Soc.,'1 Vol. II.) The vessel
HRF (Fig. 249) was bung on a horizontal axis
C, and we reaction measured by a bent lever
balance .B.DB, upon which Llie vessel acted by
means of a rod G.11_, bearing on the point directly
opposite to tbo orifico ��- In tl1e dischargo
through au orifice in the thin platt, it was found
that
11'

P = l,14 - Fy.

Fig. 249.

2
If ,ve toke the aectiou gof the streamn: F,=
O,G,1 • F, and the effective vt:locity of discharge
v. 0,96.0 (Vol. L § 31�) \ve have according to
'
thu theoretical formula: '
-�
vi
P = 2 . i, F, 1
2 .0,96i o 64 • v
Fv
' I
r
2g
2g
'
ti
1,18 F,-,
2g
nearly tho same as the experimental result When the oritlce was provided with a
moulh•piece formed like the vena wntracta, .ii was found that�
VOL. II,-21

=

=

"'=
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= 1,

=

. � F ,,, the co-efficient of discharge being O,9.J. As in this case F,
1g
0,04 ti1 the theoretical result i.s :
73

= F, anu

P = � . 0,04!> !!_ F ;, = 1,77 . !!_ F -,,,
2g
2g

or a very close agreement ,vith the experimental result.

§ 138. Reaction Wheels.-If a vessel, as HRF, Fi� . 250,
_ be
placed on a ,vheeled carriage, the reaction moves the carriage 1n the
opposite direction from that in which the_ iliscliarg� takes. plac�, a� cl
if a. vessel AF, Fig. 251, be connected ,v1th a vertical axis 0, it will
Fig. 251,

Fi�. 250.

•

I

cause it to revolve in the direction opposite to that in which dis
charge takes place. If a constant supply of water be maintained,
a continuous rotary motion results. Thia contrivance is the reac
tion wheel (Fr. roite a reaction; Ger. Reactionsrad), commonly
called Ba1·ker's mill in Britain, and 8egner's water wheel in Gc;
ma.ny. The simplest form of this wheel is sho,vn in Fig. 252. It·
consists of a pipe B (J, :firmly connected with a vertical axle .AX, of
two pipes OF and OG at right angle� to the first, having orifices in
the sides at F and G. The water discharged from theso orifices is
continually supplied by a trough leading into the top of the uprigh t_
Fig. 253.

Fig. 252.
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pipe. In applying this arrangement, the upper millstone is gene
rally hung immeclia.teJy on tho axle AX; but for other applications 1
the motion might be transmitted by any suitable gear.
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Reaction wheels' o.1·e also made with more discharge pipes or con
duits than two, as sho,vn in Fig. 253. The vessel HR is made
either cylindrical or conical. In order to bring in the water at the
top ,vithout shock, the great Euler adapted a cylindrical end to the
pentrough, immediately above the wheel, putting a series of inclined
guide-buckets into it, analogous to the arrangement introduced by
:Burdin for his turbines (Vol. II. § 133).
There is a simple reaction wheel erected by lf. Althans, of Vnl
lender, in the neighborhood of Ehrenbreitstcin, for driving two pair
of grindstones, which we have seen and admired. The arrange
n1ent of this machine is shown in the accompanying sketch, Fig.
254. The ,vater is laid
Fig. 254.
on by a pipe B descend
ing beneath the ,vheel,
and turning vertically
upwards. The upright
axle A (J, with its two
arms OF and 00-, is
hollow, and fits on to
the end B of the sup
..1C
ply pipe. There is a
stuffing box at B allow
ing of the free rotary
motion of the wheel,
and at the same time
preventing loss of water
at the joint.· The rec
tangular orifices F and
Gcare opened or shut
by means of vanes or
slide valves moved by
rods attached to a colla.r
E on the axle, movable by means of the lever HM. The water
supplied by the 9 inch pipe B flows through the arms of the "·heel,
and through the apertures F and G. This arrangement has the
advantage of supporting the whole, or great pa.rt of the weight of
the machine upon the ,vater, so that there is little or no frjction on
the base. If G be the weight of the ma.chine, Ii the head of water,
� r the diameter of the pipe at B, then n r2 h r = G, and, therefore,
1n order to support the machine, the ra.d.ius of the pipe should be
r=
The quantity of water expended by this machine is

Jr·
1( 'I,

18 cubic feet per minute the fall is 94 feet and, therefore, the
'Y

mechanical effect at dispo;ition is 17 55 feet lb�. per second. The
length of the arms is 12 !- feet and the number of revolutions 30 per
minute, or the velocity at the 'periphery 39,3 feet per second.
Remark 1. The flrst account of a reaction \Vheel as nn invention of Barker, is given

in Desagulier·s " Course of E.>.-perimental Pltilo::;oph;, vol. H. London, 17,15." EuJer treats
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in detail of the theory and best construction of these wheels in the " Memoin of the
Berlin Academy, 1750-1754."
Remark 2. 1'he efficiency of reaction wheels is reputed as extremely small. Nord
wall makes it only half of that of an overshot wheel, and Schitko's experiments on such
a wheel gave the efficiency only 0,15.

§ 139. Theory of the Reaction Wheel.-The effects of reaction
wheels ma.y be determined theoretically as follows. If I,, be the
fall, or the depth of the centre of the orifices 'below the surface in
the feed-pipes, we have the height measuring the pressure of water
on the orifices h1 == I,, + .!.. , and, therefore, the t.lieoretical velocity
2g
of discharge c as t ✓2gh + �- This is not, however, the absolute
velocity of the water at efflux from the wheel, for it partakes of the
velocity of rotation v in common with the wheel, in the opposite
direction. Hence the absolute velocity of the water leaving the
wheel : w = c - v == ♦ ✓2gh + v1 - v, and the loss of mechanical
effect corresponding : .
2
2
w'
(t
_
v
+
h
✓2
v)
_
g
L
Q r•
i - 2g
'Y
2g
The co-efficient of velocity t being assumed = 1, then
2
1
+
(✓2
h
v
v
_
v ( ✓2gh + v'- v))
_
g
)
L1 ---� Q r,
Q
n
Y
q
Q

(1.

..g

g

this from the effect at disposition, the useful effect
and deducting
•
• •
rema1n1ng 1s :
w') Q r - v ( ✓2gh + v2- v) Q .,.
Lg
2g
. .
This increases as v increases, for if we put :
s 7,,1
h
2
g
g
✓v + 2gh = v + - - �+ . . . we have :
3
2V
V
h gs h,
g
. . . ) . Q r'
L=v ( +
V
2 V3
g
and for v = oo , L = h r, the whole effect available.
This circumstance of the maximum eff'ect depending on the wheels
acquiring an infinite velocity, is very unfavorable ; because, as the
velocity increases, the prejudicial resistances increase, and even
when the wheel runs without any useful resistance, the velocity it
acquires is far from being infinite, proving the absorption of effect
at these great velocities.
The question of course is, as to whether the effect for mean velo
cities of rotation be very much less than the maximlUD effect, or
• Q h ,.. If we load the machine to such an extent that the height
due to velocity, corresponding to the velocity of rotation, is equal
v2
tocthe �
.1all, or 2g == It, or v == ✓2gh, then, according to the above
formula:
gh
- (✓ 4 h - ✓2gh ) y = 2 (✓ 2 -- l ) Q h r = 0, 2 Q
L = ✓ 28 8 h r,
Q
�

(n-

Q
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vz
= 2h, then :
2g
L = v4gli ( ✓ 69 J1, - ✓ 4.qlt) Q ,,, = 4 ( ✓ �-1) Qli ,- = 0,899 Qli -,.
g
vi
and, lastly, if = 4li, then:
2,q
l
L = v Bglt ( vlOglt - ✓ g ,) Q,y = B ( ✓ 1,25-1) Q lt 1 = 0,944 Q lir.
but if

g

It thus appears that, in the first case, "'e Jose 17, in the second 10,
and in the third only 6 per cent. of the available effect, and, there
fore, for moderate falls, and ,vhen a velocity of rotation exceeding
the velocity due to the height of fall may be adopted, there is a
great effect to be expected from these ,vheels. Considering the
great simplicity of these wheels, the balance must often be much in
their favor when compared with other wheels.
Rem.ark. Theforce of rotation or of reaction is :

----- Q )',
P_
L_ ✓
- --

and for v

= O, P = ✓'"iih
g

"

'lgh + v� - v

g
Q -,, = :_ Q )' = 2 • � F )', as we sbo\ved, Vol. IT. § 146, al·
2g
g

though by a different method.

§ 140. Wl,itelaw's Turbine.-Within the last few ye11rs, the pipes
or conduits of reaction wheels have been made curved, and such
wheels are known as 1Vliitela·u/s, or Scottish turbines. Jtfa.now·i
d'Ectot constructed wheels on nea.rly the same plan as long ago as
1813, (see " Journal des Mines, t. xxxiii.") The Scottish turbines,
constructed by Messrs. Whitelaw and Stirrat, of Paisley, are de
scribed in thee" Description of Whitelaw and Stirrat's Patent Water
Mill, 2d edition, London and Birmingham, 1843.'' One pecllliarity
of Whitelaw's wheel consists in the in
•
troduction of a movable piece at the
outer orifice of the conduits by which its
section is regulated. Fig. 255 is a hori
zontal section of one of \Vhitela,v's tur
bines. The1·e are, in this case, three
arms. The water enters at E, and is
discharged at A. OA is a valve mova
ble 1·ound 0, by which the orifice of <lis
cha,rge is regulated. The adjustment
of these regulators has been mo.de self
acting by a peculiar arrangement but
is better regulated by the hand, by an
apparatus analogous to that sho"·n in Fig. 254.
The general arrangement of Whitelaw's turbines is clearly shown
by Fig. 256. .A. is the lead for the ,vater. B the sluice. 0 a.
reservoir immoclia.tely a.hove the pressure pipe. E is a. valve for
regulating the expenditure of wnter. .J\. t Jj' the water enters the

21¥
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cylinder G, and goes from thence into the wheel HK placed above
it, and fixed on the vertical axis LM. The reaction of the wa.ter
Fig. 256.

�111
-.

t� �"!J I

, . . . ,(!_,,

.,

�

Ill

streaming from the three orifices, drives the wheel round in the
opposite direction, and this motion is transmitted by the bevelled
gear LN. The wheel, the axle, and the pressure pipe are of cast
iron. Tho footstep for the pivot at M is of brass. Oil is intro
<luced by a pipe O from the wheel room.
We shall hereafter recw· to the theory and geometrical construc
tion of this wheel.
§ 141. Oombe•s Reaction Wlieels.-As being analogous to 1Vhite1 aw's, we may next consider Combe's reaction wheel. The water
flows from below upwards into these wheels, and the wheel differs
essentially from Whitelaw's in having so great a. number of conduits
orc.orifices of discharge, that it may be said to discharge at every
point of the circumference, as the plan of the wheel in Fig. 257
shows. A A . is a plate connected with the _axis, and forming the
upper shr�uding or cover of the wheel. BB 1s the under shrouding,
and npon it, between this and the upper plate, tho buckets EE are
fastened. DD is a cylinder surrounding the lo·wer part of tho axis,
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through which the water is laid on to the wheel, entering the wheel
by all the ape1·tures between the buckets on the insi<le, and stream
ing through the conduits formed by the buckets to be discharged
at every point of the outer circumference. Another essential dufer
ence between this and Whitelaw's wheel arises from the n.bsence of
the water-tight joint between the wh�el
Fig. 257.
B and the encl of the pipe leading the
water to the ,vhecl, and which is quite
necessary to Whitelaw's ,vheels. The
reason of this difference is, that the
pressure of w
· ater in a reservoir or
vessel, fro1n which the ,vater is run
ning, is different at different points.
The pressure is grcntest ,vhere the
,vatcr is nearlystill, and least where the
velocity is grca.tcst (Vol. I. § 807).
The velocity of the water depends,
however, upon tho section of the reser
voir or v-essel, and is inversely propor
tional to the section, and 'thus, hy
varying the section, the pressure may
be made to vary at will, or it may be
made only equal to that of the atmo
sphere. If we bore a hole in the sido
of a. vessel at the point where the pressure of the ,vater llowing past
is only equal to the atmospheric pressure, there ·w ill be no discharge,
nor any indraft. Thus, that no
Fig. 258.
water may escape, and no air be
drawn in through the space neces
sarily left between B and JJ, it is
only necessary to give the section
certain dimensions at the point of
passage.
Jkmark. Combe's ·wheels are sometimes prr,

vided with guitle-buckets for laying the \\•ater
on to the ,vheel in a definite direcnon.
Redtenbacber forms the ,varer-tight joint be
tween the main pipe .dB and the wheel DEF,
?Y n1eans or n. n1ovable brass ring CD, ,vbich
1s 1,ressed so tightly up aguinst the lower ring
surface D of the wheel, that the water does
not escape. 1'he riug CD must slido in n well•
constructed, ,vnter-tigb t collar.

I
•
I

••
''
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I
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i'H

§ 142. (Jadiat's Turbine.-Tbe next wheel we sl1nl1 describe is
Ca.diat:s turbine. �Phese have no guide-curves, like ,vhitelaw's a� d
.
Combe s, but as 1n
Fourneyron ·s turbine, the ,vater is br�ught 1n
fro?1 a�ove. �he pe?uliarity of this wheel is the introduct1�n of a.
cylindrical sluice, wh1ch shuts the "·heel on the outside. F1g. 259
is a vertical section of this ,vhecl. AA is the ·wheel, BB being a
saucer-formed plate connecting the ·wheel with the axle OIJ. The
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pivot O of this axle rests in a footstep, which we shall hereafter
have occasion to allude to more particularly. EE is the reservoir
with circular section communicating with the lead W, and coming
Fig. 259.

I

in immediate contact with the upper plate or shrouding of the wheel.
That the water coming into the wheel may not be unnecessarily
disturbed or contracted, the reservoir gradually widens both upwards
and downwards, as the figure shows. The discharge of the water is
regulated by the cylindrical sluice FF on the outside. This sluice
is raised or lowered by 3 or 4 rods, connected ,vith mechanism for
the purpose. That there may be no escape of water between the
sluice and the side of the reservoir, the joint is made ,vith loather.
The upright axle OIJ is enclosed in a pipe HJT, to the bottom of
which is a.ttached a plate KK, reaching to the inner circumference
of the lower shrouding of the 1vheel, so that the water is shut off
from the disc or plate BB of the wheel. This arrangement is adopted
from that first introduced by Fourneyron in his turbine.

Reu,ark. A complete an<l accurate description of one of CacJiat's turbines, as originally
constructed, is given by Armengaud, sen., in Lue second voltune o f hill'' Publication ln

clustrielle."

§ 143. Fou1·neyron's Turbine.-Fourneyron's turbines, as they
have been recently made, may be considered as among the most
perfect horizontal wheels. They work either in or out of back-water,
are applicable to hjgh and to low falls-are either high pressure and
or low pressure turbines. In the low pressure turbine, the ,vater
flows into the. reservoir, open �bo_ve, as s�own in Fig. 260. In high
pressure turbmes, the reservoir 1s shut m at top, and the water is
laid on by n, pipe at one side, as represented in Fig. 261. The
wheel consists essentially of t,vo shroudings, between ,vhich are the
buckets of the connecting plate or arms, and the upright axle, as in

1
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Cacliat's turbine. The water from the lead W flows into the reser
voir .EE. In order that the water may not rest directly on the
wheel disc BB, which would greatly increase the pivot friction, a.
pipe encloses the upright a.xle, to which there is attached n. disc FF,
Fig. 260.
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upon ,vhich the mass of water presses as it flows to the wheel. On
this disc the so-called guide-eu,rves, ab, a1bu &c. (Fig. 260 or 262), are
fastened. These give the water a certain direction of motion on to
the wheel, which surrounds them, and through it along the buckets,
to be discharged at the outer circumference. The reaction is such
Fig. 261•

•

1l

E

•

that the wheel revolves in the opposite direction, the guide-curves
and their support rema.ining at rest. To regulate the discharge of
water, there is a cylindrical sluice KLLK, Fig. 262, i n the inside,
which is raised -and depressed by three rods M, M . . e. , connected
with mechanism suited to the object. The sluice KL is a hollo,v
cast iron cylinder, the outer surface of which nearly touches the
inside of the upper shrouding of the wheel, and they must, there
f?re, ?e both accurately turned. The sluice isemade to slide water
.
t1g?t � the reservoir by a leather or other fitting above LL. The
slwce is generally lined with wood, rounded at top and bottom, so
as to prevent contraction as much as possible, that is, to prevent
all losses of vis viva. In high pressure turbines, the rods for work
�ng the sluice pass through the coyer of the reservoir through stuff
ing boxes. Sometimes the regulation is effected by raising or de-
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pressing the bottom plate Fig. 263. For this purpose, the top of
the pipe GH is screwed, and the female screw M is attached to a
conical wheel, moved by gear, o.s 0. The female screw is fixed so
Fig. 262•

•
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that its motion raises or lowers the pipe GH. There is also attached
to G-H a plate or piston HL, having a water-tight packing.
Fig. 263.
D

§ 144. Phe Pivot and Foo�step.-The p�vot and footste� are very
important parts of the t�bme. T�e we�ght .of the turbme, often
considerable, and the velocity of rotation, give rise to a. great moment
of friction on the pivot, which would wear very· rapidly, unless it
were well greased. It has been frequently observed that the pivot
and brass of turbine axles wear much more rapidly than the pivots
of other upright axles. This is attributable partly to the heating of
the pivot from great velocity of rotation, but chiefly to the difficulty
of lubricating the beruing-points which are under ,vo.ter. In order
to meet this evil, turbine makers have endeavored to diminish the
weight as much as possible, to increase the rubbing surface, to pre.
vent the contact of the water with the rubbing surfaces, and also, to
keep �p a continuous supply of olive oil or nut oil, between the sur.
faces m contact.
At the upper end of the axle, there must of course be a collar or
other support, in which it can revolve.
A very simple footstep, applicable chiefly when the weio-ht
is
0
inconsiderable, is sho,vn in Fig. 264. The pivot O rests in a bra88
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IJ, which is supported on a block, movable up or down, as may be
1·eqnired, by means of the folding key P8. The oil is supplied by
Fig. 264.

a pipe R passing by the side of the key, and through the bottom of
the block and brass.
Fig. 265 is the arrangement of footstep adopted by Cadiat. A
the foot of the upright shaft. B a hardened
Fig. 265.
steel pivot attached to A by screw or welding. 0 is a, hardened steel step for the pivot.
.DEED is a cast iron block or case for the
step. .EE being a brass casing. F is a pipe
taking oil to the space between B and E. G
is n, lever for raising or depressing the tur
bine.
Fourneyron has very much complicated the
construction of the pivot and footstep, to attain
permanence. The general arrangement is
shown in Fig. 262, and its details are shown
in Fig. 266. Fig. 262 sho,vs that the footstep Z is in a block which
rests on a lever OR, turning round 0, when elevated or depressed
by the rod RS. U is a pipe for bringing oil to the footstep, the
head of :which should be as high as possible. That the circulation
of the oil may be active, it should, at all events, be considerably
above the surface of the ,vater in the Jead in lo,v pressure turbines,
and :here should be a means of forring in a supply for high _pressure
turbine�. The parts A and B immediately in con�act ,v1th each
other are of hard steel. The upper part A is fixed m t�e shaft G,
and the lower part B fits into a hollow piece IJJJ, o.nd 1s movable
up,varus and downwards by a lever supporting the whole, and
passing through O ( OR, Fig. 262). The surface of A is hollo,Yed,
VOL. II.-22
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and the head of B rounded, and both are
surrounded by a collar EE, which keeps the
oil between the rubbing surfaces. The oil
brought down in a pipe, enters at a into th�
hollow space b, and from thence, through c,
passes into the space d. Out of this it flows
through three channels e f, on the periphery
of the steel bearing, rising pcrpendiculnrly
from the bottom and running inclined to the
top, ,vhere three radial furro,vs serve to dis
tribute it sufficiently. Lastly, there goes f1·om
the centre of .A, o. bole git into the axis
through which the oil escapes outwards, 8�
that a. circulation is maintained.
§ 145. Strength or .Dimensions. -In de
signing a turbine for a certain fall of water
there is, besides the chief dimensions of th�
wheel itself, the strength of certain parts to be
calculated. The strength of pipes, &c., is to be calculated by the for
mulas given in Vol. I. § 283; and at Vol. II. § 8-1, we have treated
of the dimensions necessary for shafts. If L be the useful effect
of a turbine in horse's po,ver, and u the number of revolutions
per minute, we have for the requisite diameter of the upright shaft
Fig. 266·

d = 6, 1 2 �: inches.

The strength of the bottom plate, &c., is easily determined by
reference to the theory of the strength of materials; but the nature
of the casting fixes the dimensions, so that there can very ra1·ely
occur any necessity for calculation.

Rtmark 1. In lbe erection of turbines, not only the weight of tbe parts of the machine
bul the ,vater pressure, bas to be <'oosidered. The latter bas especially to be considered
io high pressure rorbines. It must not, for example, be lost sjght of, that the "'ater
presses against tbe reservoir with a force equal to the weight of a column of ,vater
having the section of tho pressure pipes as base, and the htad of water as height; and
that the knee piece on the pressure pipes tends to tnove with the same force, but in tbe
opposite direction.
Remark 2. For determining the dimensions of tue pivot, the rule which limit� the
pressure on every square inch of the brass co 1500 lbs., and tbat for a steel pivot on a
steel bearing to 7000 lbs., might be used ; but we know frozn ,vba1 has been said above
j!' reference to the wear of tlaese points, tbat it is preferable to mnke tlie pj v�t onl>: very
httle less than the diameter of the shaft. The above numbers refer to sbnlts ha,•1ng 8
�oderate velocity of rotation, and as the wear increases as the weight, and as the velo
city of rotation besides, it is evident that turrunes, revolving with great speed, should
have proportionally large pivots and bearings.

§ 146. Tlteory of Reaction Turbines. -For the investigation of
the mechanical proportions and effects of Fourneyron'a turbines, we
shall use the following notation :
r1 .- OA, Fig. 267, the radius of the jnside of the "·heel, or ap
proximately, that of the periphery of the bottom plate.
r = OB, the radius of the outside of the wheel.
t\ = the velocity of the interior periphery.
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Fig. 267.
v = the velocity of the exterior
periphery.
c = the velocity with which the
water flows from the reservoir or
guide-curves.
c1 = the velocity with ,vhich the
water enters the wheel.
c2 = the ve1ocity with which the
water leaves the wheel.
a. = the angle aA T which the
direction of the water leaving the
reservoir makes ".-ith the inner cir
cumfcrence of the wheel.
f3 = thecangle l\ A T made by the
water entering the wheel buckets
with the inner periphery of the
wheel.
6 = the angle a2A T made by the water stream leaving the wheel
with the outer periphery.
F = the area of the orifices of discharge from the guide-curves.
F1 = the sum of the areas of the orifices by which the ,vater enters
the wheel.
F2 = the sum of the areas of the orifices at the outside of the
buckets.
h = the entire fall of water.
h 1 = the height from surface of lead to centre of wheel, or cen
tre of orifice of discharge from reservoir.
h2 = 71,1 - h the depth of the entrance orifices to the wheel, below
the orifices of discharge, or, if the wheel works under water, below
the surface of the tail.race ; and, lastly :
x = the height, measuring the pressure of the water at the point
where it passes from the reservoir or guide-curves into the wheel.
In the first place, for the velocity c due to the difference of pres
c2
sures h1 - x, we have 2g = h1 - x, or, more accurately, if the water,

in fl.owing from the guide-curves, loses an amount of hydraulic prcsc2
c2 li - x, therefore,
sure = � . -, then (1 + �) = 1
2g

J

2g

c"
2o (It1 x)
s) 9·
' and, inversely, X = 11 1 - (1
I+{
-u
In order that the water may enter the wheel without shock, �t is
necessary that the velocity of discharge should resolve i�self into
two components, the one of which must coincide in magnitude and
direction with the velocity of the inner circumference of tho wh�el,
and the other must coincide in direction with the stream entenng
the whee� con�uits o_r channels. This being taken for granted: if
the velocity with which the water begins to .flow through the chan
nels Ac1 = c1 , ,ve have it from the formula:
2
C1 = c2
v12 - 2 a v1 cos. a.
C

=

+

+
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The velocity of discharge c1 may be deduced from the pressure
c
height z and h1 at entrance and exit, from the height / , being that
.
2g
corresponding to the velocity of entrance, and from the increase of
pressure height corresponding to centrifugal force of the water int.
v2
the wheel. - V111 (Vol. II. § 143) :
2g
1
v2 - v 1 1, or, subst1tut1ng
•
•
c
c
1
the above values of
x
.-L = - n2 + _ +
·
1

2g

2g

2g

z and c1 :
2
c
v• - 2 c vl COB. o •
c"
cI•
")
(
+---=--- ,
== 1l - r11,I - 1 + � 2- + 2g
2g
2g
2g
g
or as h1 - l,,1 == k, the whole fall :
c,:t...
c11 .. 2gh + v1 - 2 � v1• cos. o If'1f8 further assume that, by fr1ct1on and curv1hnear motion in
2
c
:ic
loss
2
of hydraulic head =
the wheel channels, there is a
,
then
2g
more accurately : (1 + :ic) c22 = 2gh + v2 - 2 c v1 cos. o - { • c'.
The quantity of water Q == Fet= F1 c1 == F2c2 • • • c = F2 2 , and
F
v1 = r1 v, and, thereforP, we have for the velocity of the water
r
leaving the wheel :
2
[ 1 + { (:�) + :ic J c12 + 2 :• . ;• c2 v cos. ca - v11 = 2gh.
fl,

r.

c

§ 147. Best Velocity.-In order to get the maximum effect from
the water, the absolute velocity of the water leaving the wheel must
be the least possible. But this velocity is the diagonal Bw of a
parallelogram constructed from the velocity of discharge c and the
velocity of rotation v :
1

w

= ✓c2 + v
2

2

-

2 c2 v cos. 3 = J (c2 - v) + 4 c2 v (sin. :)
2

2

;

and a is to be made as small as possible, and c2 == v. But in order
that there may be free passage for the necessary quantity of water,
it is not possible to make 3 == 0, but this has to be ma.de 10 ° to 20° ;
whenever, therefore, we make c2 = v, there remains the absolute
velocity :
w

==

J

4 c1 v (sin. :)

1

== 2 v sin. :,

and the loss of effect corresponding is:
2
(2 v sin. :)
ws 1 ---Q Q r·
2g
2g
We now perceive that the maximum effect is not got when v = c
but when v is something less than c ; but it is also manifest th;t
for v == c1, and for a small value of �, the deficiency below the
1
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maximum effect can only be very small. As, besides, in assuming
v = _c2 we get very simple relations, we shall do so in the sequel,
and introduce this into the last equation of the preceding paragraph.
We then have :
2
2
2
"
v + 2 � • ; v2 cos. a. - v2 = 2gh, or,
[1 + { (-;) +

J

J

[2 � • r; cos. u + /; (�)' + • v• = 2gh ; and, therefore, the velo
city of the wheel corresponding to the maximum effect required, is :
h
v
•
=
�
2
2 F1 . r1 cos. a. + t(F<J) + "
\
F

r

F

Instead of the section ratio -; , we may introduce the angle J3.

The unimpeded entrance of the water into the wheel requires that
c should not be altered in entering into it, or that the radial com
ponent of c, .llN = c sin. a., should be equal to the radial component
of c 1 , i. e. c1 sin. J3, and also to the tangential component c cos. a. of
c the tangential velocity AT= c1 cos. Jj + v1 of the water already
within •the wheel. According to this :
•
c
sin.
fl
c 1 = si,n. a. , C cos. - cl COB. J3 = V1, and z::::
,
(
a.
sin. /3 -a.).
v1
c
sin. J3
Besides this, as Fe =- F2c2 == F2v = !.... F2v1 ; we have
rl

c
,in.-/3r1
2 - r1
F
,
• === • --·
sin.c(,6
a)
F - r v1
r
and the velocity of the outer periphery of the wheel :

t1=

2gh
-- --' '-------·
----------:-�'
2
2

(r

sz_n. J3 cos. a. + ,
( �1 sin. J3 ) + "
r sin. (fl - a.)
r sin. (/3 - a.)
and hence the velocity of the inner periphery :
V1 = � V =
�h•
--------'
2
I
r
.:_
sin.
s�n. J3 cos. a.
J3
"
_
{
2
+ (1" sin. (13 a.)) + ( )
sin. (J3 - a.)
r1
Neglecting the prejudicial resistances, we should have :
gh sin. (J3 - a.)
"1 = J
.
= ✓gh (l - tang. a. cotang. fl).
sin. J3 COB. a.
§ 148. Pressure of the Water.-With the aid of this formula for
v, we can determine the pressure exerted on that part of the reservoir
where the water passes from it on to the wheel ; we have :
sin. /3 )•
x = h1 - (1 + {) � =- h 1 - ( 1 + {) v1
2g
2g ain. (/3 - G)
2

1)

22*

ii ( •
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(1

1_

+ t) h sin. /J2

2

2 sin. J3 cos. a. sin. (/3 - a.) + { sin. 13 + " (�) [sin. (/3 - ca)]2
(1 + {) h
= h1 _
.
2
2
a.))
sin
1 + cos. 2 ca - cotg. f3 sin. 2 a. + { + " (r ) (--· _;_(f3. --2

r1

sin. /3

Neglecting prejudicial resistances, we have :
h
X = hl - -:----�---. 2 a. .
1 + COB. 2 a. - cotg. /3 sin.
If the turbine work free of back water, we have, in the case of
the turbines of Fourneyron, Cadiat, and Whitelaw, h1 = h, and,
therefore,
x
2 e1 - cotg. f3 sin. 2 "c_c
. h;
= l cos.
+ cos. 2 " - cotg. /3 sin. 2 a.
if, however, the turbine works in back water, then h1 = h + h2, and,
therefore,
/3 sin. 2 a.
cotg.
2 a.cos.
----,:----:------=-- • h + h2•
-X= } + cos. 2 a. + cotg. /3 sin. 2 a.
If, in t �e first case, the pressure is to _cbec.= 0, i. e., equal to the
atmospheric pressure, then x = 0 ; but 1f 1n the seconJI case, it
must be equal to the pressure of the back water against the orifices
of the wheel, then x = h 2, but in both cases we should havec:
cos. 2 " - cotg. J3 sin. 2 a. = 0, i. e., tang. f3 = tang. 2 a., or f3 = 2 e1.
If, therefore, the angle of the 1:1ater'B entrance f3 be twicet he angle
of exit a, the pressure at the point where the water passes from the
reservoir to the wheel, is equal to the external pressure of the atmo
sphere, or of the back water.
On the other hand, it is easy to perceive that this internal pres
sure is greater than the external pressure, if /3 > 2 ", and it is less
than this when /3 < 2 a, These relations are somewhat different
when the prejudicial resistances are taken into account, as it is very
proper to do. The equation between the external and internal pres
sure then stands thus :
2
) 2
.
a.
sin.
r
J3
1 + cos. 2 u - cotg. � sin. 2 u + t + " (-) ( .
) =1+
r1
sip,. J3
or cotg. f3 sin. 2 a. = cos. 2 a.

2

+ " (�) (cos.

If, in the last member, we introduce :
cotg. /3 = cotg. 2 a. =

that . is :

cotg. J3 sin. 2 a. = cos. 2 a. +

it follows that:

:a: COB.

r
2 Cl + a ()
r1

2

e1 -

.

COS.

cotg. J3 sin. a.)2•

2 Cl

sin. 2 a.

,

r ' sin e1 2
" (-) (sin.
. 2e1)

{•

• ---,--,-----:-:,
2

4 (cos. e1)

r,
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f3.

AND
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2 a. -:-- -,
sin.---=--tang. f3 = -----COB.

a. x (�)• • 4 ( l

2 +

r1

)i

COB. a.

consequently, f3 is somewhat smaller than 2 a..
If we neglect again { and ", we have, by introducing the value
f3 = 2 a..
2
(
h ( l + tang.ea. )
✓ ½ gh ,
g
=
=
g.e
a.
h
g.
✓
)
tan
cot
a.
g
=
2
I
1
V
J
cos. a.
2
and c = ✓2gh. If the internal pressure be greater than the ex✓ h
ternal, then v1 > ½u , and c � ✓2g l,,, and if it be less than this,
COB.

then vl

<

a.

✓ ½uh and c
,
a.
COB.

>

✓ 2gh.

§ 149. The discussion as to pressures in the last paragraph is
of great importance in the question of the construction of turbines;
for the point of transit from the reservoir to the wheel cannot be
made water-tight, and, therefore, water may escape, or water and
air get in, by the annular aperture. That neither of these circum
stances may occur, turbines must be so constructed, that the inter
nal pressure of the water passing the slit may equal the external
pressure of the atmosphere, or of the back water, if the wheel be
submerged; we must, in short, have f3 = 2 a., or, better still, satisfy
the equation:
tang. f3 = ---- sin. 2 1a.
.
1
2 a. x
COB.

+

(!_) . -,-,---,-(2
a.)
COB.

2

Turbines are constructed so that, in the normal state of the sluice
being fully opened, the above equation is satisfied, or, so that a.
slight excess of pressure x exists, at the risk of losing some water
through the space left between the bottom plate and the wheel, thus
providing for variations of velocity of discharge, from variations in
the area of the section F of the orifices by the different positions of
the turbine-sluice, regulating the quantity discharged.
§ 150. Ohoice of the Angles and f3.-lf we do not take the in
ter�al pressure into consideration, the angles and /3 may have very
arbitrary values. The formula
vi = ✓gh (1 - tang. a. cotg. JJ) = Jo h (1 _ tang.ea. )
tang. p
gives an impossible value for vi, when tang. a.e> 1, that is, when
tang. J3
°
These values of
a. < 90 , and f3 < a., or when > 90°, and � >
and f3 are, therefore, not to be admitted. If a. = �, then t' i = 0,
and hence we see that the best velocity of rotation becomes so much
the less, the nea.re� the angles a. and f3 approach equality. The
v sin.
formulas c = . 1 ( tJ , andF, = r. . . Bin. tJ F, given negative
sin. /3 - ")
r ,in. /3- a.)

a.

a.

a.

r1

a.

a..
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e1

AND

13.

It is, there
values, involving impossible conditions, when 13 'j;
fore, necessary, in the construction of turbines, that f3 > and that
°
a. < 90 .
.
Between these limits, we may choose various values for and f3,
although they do not all lead to an equally convenient or advan
tageous construction. Fourneyron makes {3 = 90 °, and e1 = 30 ° to
33°, some constructors make /3 less, and others greater than 90°.
When 13 is made 90°, or less, the curvature of the buckets is greater
than when /3 is made more obtuse. Great curvature involves greater
resistance in the efflux, and hence it is advisable to make /3 rather
obtuse than acute, tha.t is, to make /3 = 100 ° to 110 °. The angle
t1. must then be 50° to 55°, if the iqternal pressure is to balance the
external. In order, however, that the channels formed by the
guide-curves may not d�verge too �uch, an� that the equili?rium of
pressure may not be disturbed by depressions of the sluice, this
angle is made from 30° to 40° , and if the turbine revolves free of
back water, then a. should not be more than 25° to 30 ° ; a. is, how
ever, never made very acute, because with the angle a., the area of
the orifices of discharge varies, and, therefore, the quantity of water
discharged would diminish, or the diameter of the wheel must be
greater for a given quantity of water expended. On the other hand
we have to bear in mind, that the losses of effect increase as v2, and
that, therefore, creteris paribus, a turbine will yield a greater effect
-will be more efficient-when revolving slowly, than when it has
a great velocity of rotation. According to this, the construction
should be so arranged that a. and f3 do not differ widely from one
another, from which would follow an internal pressure less than the
external. If a be the height of a. column of water balancing the
atmospheric pressure, the absolute pressure of the water as it passes
over the space between the wheel and bottom plate is a + x, and if
this pressure = 0, then the water flows with a maximum velocity
c = ✓2g (h 1 - x) = ✓2g (h1 + a) from the reservoir. If a + x
were negative, or x < - a, there would arise a vacuum at the point
of passage of the water into the wheel, for the water would flow even
faster through the wheel than it flowed on to it from the reservoir,
and so air would rush in from the exterior, greatly disturbing the
·flow of the water. If, therefore, we introduce into the formula,
instead of
h
x = h ------- ------ ·
1 + cos. 2 a. - cotg. J3 sin. 2 a.
.
x = - a, we then have:
1 + cos. 2 e1 - cotg. /3 sin. 2 G = h , hence:
h+a
(h + a) sin. 2 a.
sin. 2 a.
tang . � =
,
__ =
+
a)
cos.
a
+
a
2
1 + cos. 2 0. - -h- (h
h+a
and, therefore, the corresponding best velocity of rotation :
(I•

(I,

(I
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g
h
a ) cos. 2 (& + a
)
.
Cl . {h +
.
t
=
tang
J
(
cos. a 2 ( h T a)
(h + a) sin. 2 a.
_
§ 151. Turbines without Guide-Curves. - For turbines without
guide-curves we may make a = 90 °, because the water flows by the
shortest way, or radially, out of the reservoir. In this light we
have to consider the turbines of Combe, Cadiat, and Whitelaw. If
°
we introduce into the formula for the best velocity a.= 90 , we get:
2gh
---,----2·
.,---,-,
,,.._
·
°
/3)
2
2 sin. f3 cos. 90
sin.
+ { (COS. J3 + " r
COB. f3
1
2gh
; neglecting prejudicial resistances,
VJ = Jgh

(!...)

{ (tang. 13)51 +

however, v 1 =

J

2gh

x

(;

= oo .

1

)

2

But, for two reasons, the wheel can-

0
not acquire an infinite velocity. There is a. limit, in the first place,
when the mechanical effect at disposition is absorbed in overcoming
prejudicial resistances, that is, when
2
c
"I
X
•
�
2 ) Q "I, i. e.,
+' +
Qh =

(w2g

2g

2g

2

h == [ (2 sin. �) + { (;- tang . J3) +
V=

2

2gh

·2

(2 si1i. ;) + { (; tang.

and in the second place when

x

J

�, or,

J3) +
2

'

x

2
2
c
c
x=
a, 1. e. h - - = - a, or - = a + h, or,

•

(r

v=

2g

2g

1
v sir,. J3 )2 =
- -1 . .
a + h, that 1s,
. when
0
9
2g r sin. (� - 0 )
� cotg. f3 ✓2g (ae+ h), because then the full discharge by full
71

flow ceases, and the circumstances are quite changed, seeing. that
the water cannot flow from the reservoir in quantities sufficient to
supply the discharge of the wheel channels, when their section is
filled.
If we introduce into the above formula.:

"1 = \

t (tang.

2gh

J3)2

+ x (;. )

2'

the experimental co-efficients t and x, it is still far from giving us
v = oo. Now for the most accurate construction of the guide
curve apparatus, the co-efficient of velocity ♦ is not greater than

•
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0,93, and, therefore, the co-efficient of resistance { corresponding
1 -1
1
=less
than
-=
not
- 1 = 0,16, or about 16 per cent.
2
�
0,93
In the case of turbines without this apparatus, this resistance does
not exist ; but still there remains always a certain loss for the en
trance into the wheel channels, which, in Combe's and Cadia.t's
wheel, does not probably exceed 5 per cent. though in Whitelaw'� it
may be taken as 1 0 per cent. at least, for the channels a.re too wide
to admit of the supposition that the whole stream of water has the
definite direction (J3). The co-efficient • corresponding to the re
sistance from the curvature and friction in the channels may be set
at from 0,5 to 0,15, as we shall see in the sequel, and hence, for
turbines without guide-curves, we have, putting • = 0, 1 , the best
velocity
2gh
v. = \
0,05 (tang. fi)' + 0, 1 ( ; )• '
,
and for Whitelaw's reaction : ---.--wheelc
---- ·
2gh
2

___ _ ______ _
.

0,1 (tang.

If, again, we put J3 = 60° , and
Vi =

___;;

J3) + 0,1 (; )
2

2

f = t , we have, in the first case :
1

1

2gh
f
1,75 ✓2g h,
=
.._J 0,148 + 0,178

:
and in the second case
---,:---::--2u h
V1 = f
= 1,45 ✓2gh .
.._J 0,296 + 0,178
For other reasons, we shall hereafter learn that the most advan
tageous velocity of rotation is not even e iual to the velocity due to
the height h.
In order that the water may enter the wheel with the least shock
possible, in the case of wheels without guide-curves, the equation
F2 r1
tang. J3 must be satisfied. But as F2 is determined by the
=
F .r
relative position of the sluice, it follows that the maximum effect is
got for a certain position of the sluice.
. § 152. Influence of the Position of the Sluice.-In one point of
view, turbines a.re inferior to overshot and breast wheels. When in
!hese wheel� there is only a small quantity of water available, or i t
JS onlr required to produce a portion of the power of the fall, and
for _this purpose we partially close the sluice, we know that the
efficiency o� such wheels is rather increased than diminished from
the ce�ls being proportionally less filled. In the turbine the con
trary 1s the c�se, for as the sluice i s lowered, the water enters the
wheel under circumstances involving greater loss of effect. This is
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a circumstance so much the more unfavorable, inasmuch as it is
generally requisite to economize power the more, as the water supply
fails. The loss, however, by lowering the sluice, is never very great,
as the following investigation proves.
If we decon1pose the velocities c and c1 into their radial and tan
gential components c sin. a., c cos. a., c1 sin. f3 and c1 cos. /3, and sub
tract the two from each other, there remain the relative velocitiese:
c sin. a. - c1 sin. f3, and c coB. a. - c1 coB. f3 ;
as, however, the water has the velocity v1 in common with the wheel,
the latter relative velocity is in fact = c cos. a. - c1 coB. f3 - v1• Ac
cording to a known law, the loss of pressure height corresponding to
a sudden cessation of this velocity is :
!J

_!_ [(C sin. a. - cl sin. fJ) + ( C co,.
= 2g
2

Cl -

cl COB. J3 - v1 )2],

or, in mechanical effect :
Y ii= !J Q "/ = [( C sin. G - cl sin. /3)2 + (C COB. a - cl COB. fJ-v.)2] Q,;'

2g

r
If we introduce into this formula c2 = v and v1 == 1 v, further
r
F
c = 2 v and c1 = F2 v, we have, as the loss of mechanical effect :
Fl
F
os. c,. _F2 cos. f3
F2
c
v2 .
y c:: [ (F2 sin. C& _F2 ,in.
(
+2g Qye
F
F1
r
F
F
1
From this we may judge as to the loss of effect in turbines that
do not fulfil the conditions expressed in the equation :
FF1 r1
·
=
+
d
=
Bin.
fJ
an
F
F
----=-'• -·
G
COB,
/3
COB.
G
Bin.
F
F.l ·
l
F2
r
However, even if these conditions be fulfilled in the normal state of
the turbines' working, i. _e., �hen the sluice is fully drawn, they
cannot be so when the sluice 1s depressed, and F becomes Fx . The
loss
of mechanical
effect then, even when the effect is a maximum,
•
•
VlZ, : C2 = v, 18 :
1
2
2
F
] v
eo,.
•
_
r
)
y=
1 cos. a.2 sin. a._F, ,i .
1
1
_
�
Q
F1
l1
r
Fx
Fz
2g "''
or substituting F sin. � =- F1 ,in. a. and F eH. /J PJ1 • r1 = F1 co,. a.,

/3 )'

[(F

y=

r.)ll]

13) + (F

[(_!_
_!_
(F nn. •) + (_!_ __!_) (F. eH. -r]
Q
)
� F
� F
�
I
- -(�
�
�
(J 7,
)
F.
F %
.
2

•

l

1

1

I

If, as an example, we put !L %
neyron ' s turb'1nes, we haTe : .

.

+

i l, which

T

I

i

,,

f

ii allow•ble in Four-

Y- (� - �)' • (if • l Q l,-;
•I
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or, for the sluice half open, in w
· hich casec:
r )i
Fx = ½ F, y = ½ ( F2
Q h ,,.
Fr1
'\Ve see from this, that this loss may be diminished by making tho
ratios F2 and !.... small, that is to say, by making the orifice of disr1
F
charge of the ,vheel and the external radius small, but keeping the
orifices and radius of the reservoir large. As :
r1 Bin. J3
F2 =
'
o.)
r
sin
(f3
F
.
,ve have in the last cnsec:
•
!I
=
}
.
sin.
J3
y
) Q li "''
Btn. (/3 - a
°
and, therefore, for /3 = 90 , and 11 = 40°, Y = 0,57 Q h ..,, or there
is in this onse a loss of 57 per cent. of the effect.
Genera.Uy, "·hen the sluice is much depressed, when F:r < ½ F.
the full discharge ceases, that is, the water no longe1· fills up th;
,vheel channels, the wheel becomes a pressure turbine only.
§ 153. Sluice .11d;'ustn1ent.-1,o avoid, or at least to diminish the
loss of mechanical effect which results from lo,vering the sluice and
in order to retain the full flow of water through the wheel, :Oany
<levices have been recently introduced by Fourneyron and others.
Fourneyron divides the who1e depth of the wheel into stages by
introducing horizontal annular division plates, dividing the total
depth into two or three separate spaces, so that, ,vhen the sluice is
lowered, one or two of the spaces are completely shut off, n.nd the
,yuter flows th1·ough the other subdivision. 'fhis u,rrangement does

(

Fig. 268.
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not entirely fulfil its object ; but the apparatus sho,vn in Fig. 268,
invented by Combes, does. This contrivance consists in a plate or
disc IJJJ, between the two shroudings of the wheel, ,vhieh, by means
of rods EE, can be raised or depressed by means of a sin1ple me
chanism, so that the ,vater flowing through tho wheel n.lwnys fills up
the channels open to it. This appar11tus fulfils the required condi
tions, but it is difficult, and very costly in construction.
The turbines of Callon, and also those of Gentilhomme, are like
wise constructed so that the water may fill up the channels, how
small soever the quantity supplied.
Fig. 269 represents a. part of Callon 's ,vheel in elevation and
section. This shows that tl1e guide-curves
are covered in on top, and in the inside by
Fi:z. 2110.
sluices E, E . . . , each of which closes two
apertures. To regulate the discharge of
water by this arrangement, it is only neces
sary to keep a certain number of a,pertures
closed. Although this arrangement cer
tainly provides against impact on the wheel,
y-et it is irnperfect, inasmuch as the "rater
can work little, if at all, by reaction, as it
does not run through the ,vhecl channels in
a.n unbroken stream. In this alternate fill
ing and emptying of the wheel-channels,
the velocities c, c1 and c2 undergo continual
variations unless x = O, that is f3 = 2 a.
If, for example, the wheel- channels not
being filled, c = ✓ 2g lt 1, we should have
c = ✓ 2g (h- x), when the water stream
filled up the channels. Thus for each fill
ing and emptying, or while the wheel passes
from one open aperture to another, the velo
city c continually oscillates between the limits
✓2gh, and ✓ 2g (h - x). As the maximum effect cnn only be obtained tor determinate values of v and c2 = Fe , it is quite evident
Fi
that, as ci vnries, we fail in this.
For Gentilhomme's tm·bine, the same object is attained by circu
lar sectors, which a.re so placed by means of mechanis1n, that they
close a part _of the guide-curve apparatus; an arrangement e,·i�ently
even more imperfect than Callon's. Hiinel, a German engmeer,
describes an arrangement of sluice for cffcctina the objects now in
question, very similar to that of Combe's. ('51 -o., Deutsche Gewerb
zeitung, 1846.)
§ 154. Preasure Turbines. -This is tho plucc to compare the
reaction turbines hitherto under discussion with the frnpact and pres
sure turbines, into which they always become converted when the
sluice 0, Fig. 270, closes the greater part of the depth of the wheel
ee
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As the water W only partially fills the section of the wheel
channels, the remainder is filled with air,
Fig. 270.
unless the "·heel works free of back water,
r-----and, therefore, the pressure on the outside of
the wheel is that of the atmosphere ; tho velocity is c = ✓2gh, and is independent of the
motion of the wheel. But for the velocity of
discharge we have c,;i. = 2gh + v2-2 c v1 cos. a,
and for the nuLximum effect c2 = v, and then
for these ,vheels, the expressionc_
.
✓2K1"
.
· 1ng
·
.r.
2
,
b
g,i,
v
o
=
c
=
✓
ta1ns.
t1tut
subs
=
or
2 c v1 cos. a 2uh,
1
0
2 cos. a.
In the case of reaction wheels, we found :
v1 = ✓gh ( I -tang. a. cotg. �);
and hence ,ve perceive that the conditions of maximum effect are
1
if
,
cases
= 1-tang. u cotg. �, or if tang.
both
identical in
2 cos.o.2
f3 = tang. 2 a, that is fj = 2 a; which result we have already ascer
tained in the form of the condition that x = 0. There is, therefore, an
essential difference in the turbines of the t,vo classes, in as far as
the velocity for the maximum of effect does not in tho one depend
upon /3 , whilst it does in the other; and it is only "'hen J3 = 2 o that
this velocity is the same for both. While, therefore, for reaction
,vheels the velocity v1 may be made to vary within ,vitle limits by
selection of the angle 13, ,ve have no such joice in the case of impact
turbines.
In reference to the effect of both wl1eels, ,ve adduce the following
facts. \Vhen, in a reaction wheel, the slmce is gradually lowered
the efficiency diminishes, and when it is so far lowered that th�
water does not fill up the wheel channels, the turbine then passing
into a pressure-turbine, the efficiency sud<lenly rises, because the
Joss of mechanical effect by the sudden change of velocity ceases.
By lowering the sluice still further, the further loss of effect is in
considerable. According to this, the pressure turbine seems to be
a better wheel than the reaction turbine ; but from other circum
stances the advantages do not preponderate, and can only be ac
corded when the supply of ,vater is liable to much fluctuation.
As the water entering the wheel finds a much greater sectional
area than at its velocity it can fill, it gets into an irregular oscilla
tory motion, and not only does not discharge "·ith the velocity c2 above
calculated, but also loses a pn.rt of its vis viva absorbed in creating the
eddying irregular motion alluded to (and which no doubt isconaurned in
rais'ing tl1e teniperature of the water, TR.). Numerous experiments
ha,•e proved thi�, and these may be repeated ,vith any turbine, if it
be made to revolve with the best velocity, first as a reaction wheel
and then as a pressure wheel. TurbineR nl,vays give a greate;
effect for an open sluice and full discharge than when the sluice is
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lowered and the water does not fill the section of the wheel's
channels.
When turbines work under water, the flow is always full through
them, and these wheels are, therefore, always reaction wheels. A
greater efficiency is naturally to be expected from these when the
sluice is fully opened, than from the turbines revolving free of back
water; on the other hand, we may safely assume that, when the sluice
is lowered so that only i or less of the depth of wheel is open, the
efficiency of the reaction wheel will be less than that of the pressure
turbine. From this we can easily understand the great advantage
of introducing the horizontal dividing plates.

Ro,aa,e.

;

'

All the older turbines of Fourneyron were preuure turbines ; but, as experience
pointed out the greater efficiency of the reaction turbines, almost all turbines are now
reduced to this principle.

§ 155. Mechanical Effect of Turbine,. -We can now calculate
the mechanical effect o1 turbines. The effect, which is not taken
from the water if it flow from the wheel with an absolute velocity :
w == ✓css v1 - 2 c1 " co,. a, or if c1 == v, w - 2 " ,in. ;,
I
4 "t (,in.
•
")
1
2 Q "t•
W
Q "t is, L1 2g
2g
The effect which the water loses in the guide-curve apparatus, or in
getting into the wheel, is :
ll
cS
(F
Ls - C - Q ,,, == C -! . - Q "I,
F
2g
2g
in which , _ 0,10 to 0,20, according as the wheel is provided with
guide-curves or not.

+

) "'

The third loss of effect is -== x

I

• ;�

Q "I, and consists of the friction

and curve resistance. The resistance in passing round the curve
may be found by the rules in Vol. I. § 334. The corresponding
s

loss of headc=- ,1 : • 2� . (�) in which ( is a co-efficient dependent

on the ratio d of the half of the mean width of the channel to the
2a
mean radius, t the central angle, F the sum of the mean section of
the channels. If n be the number of channels or of buckets, and if
e be the mean height of a channel, then F - n d e, and, therefore,
the height of head lost by the resistance in the curves :
2
- C, : • � • { � e , or if we put :
!I
n )
2
{1

=- 0,124

+ 8,104 {i,)i (as in Vol. I. § 884), then :

!I - [0, 124

+ 3,104 (:a)i) . � . ii (,.

•il

�
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and the loss of mechanical efFect corresponding, is :

..!_ Q3 ., 1 ,
)i] . "t . 2g
(n d e)

L3 = [0,124 + 3,104 ( d
2a

or putting Q" -= (F2 v)•,
1
1
"
F.
d
v
♦
L3 -::= [0,124 + 3,104 (2 a) � ] ,c . ( nde) . 2g . Q -,.
The wheel buckets consist usually of two parts of difFerent cnrva.
tures, and, hence, L3 would be made up ?f two i�ems. It is evi�ent
from the above that this source of resistance increases the wider
the channels ar;, and the less the radius of curvature a. Hence it
is advisable to make J3 ol>tuae, so as to diminish the curvature of the
.
buckets, which iscalso
advisable in respect of a full flow through
them.
The resistance from friction is to be calculated according to Vol.
I. § 8�)-f If r1 be the co.efficient of friction, p the mean periphery,
and l the ·length of the wheel channel, the height due to the resist.
ance from friction :
Q )I =- ,• . p l . F. )I . �•:
z a: 'J . p l .
2g
d e 2g n d e
d e (n d e
and the loss of efFect corresponding :
F.I 2 v2
p
l
) - Q ')' ;
L.. =- ,,. • - • (
d e n d e • 2g
n
or, if p - 2 (d + e), and r1 ==- 0,0144 + 0,0169 f d e be intro.
� Q
duced :
2
d e -; (d + e) l
n
F
,
"
f
==
(0
0144
+
0
0169
L"
•
(
)
)
'
'
• n d e • 2g Q 'Y•
d
e
;
Q
�
If, lastly, G be the weight of the turbine in revolution, and r.1
the radius of the pivot, the loss of effect by the friction, then, is :
L, == i f G . r, v (Vol. I. § 171).
r
If, now, we deduct these five losses of effect from the power at
disposition, there remains of useful efFect:
1
2
t
(
p" -. h - 2 nn. 2 + {
+ {1 • " de .
n
F
1
1
1
r
+<lt1 l ( + ) (
] " ) Q ,. - f ,. "fcG.
•"
d e nde
2g
In order to have this mechanical effect great, it is necessary to
make the velocity of rotation ", the area of the orifice F2, the orifice
angle a smaU. In how far this is possible we have above shown.
It is only in the case of turbines working under water that the
height h is to be measured from water surface to water surface.
For turbiBes working in air, h is to be measured from the upper
surface to the centre of the wheel. In the latter case, the freeing
the wheel of back water involves a loss of head, measured by the
distance from the centre of the wheel to the surface of the. race
'

_.!__ • (
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whilst for wheels working under water there is a loss from the remtanc e of the medium.

Remark. For high pressure turbines there is an additional 80urce of Joas in the resist
ance of the flow of water through the pressure pipe.

§ 156. Construction of Guide-Curve Turbines.-Let us now en
deavor to deduce the rules necessary for planning a wheel consist
ently with the above principles. We may tr course assume the
9uantity of water discharged Q, and the fall h to be given ; and if,
instead of Q, the useful effect L were given, we might then at least
derive Q from L, and the efficiency·'! (about 0,75) by the formula :
. .
..
L
Q 1:1 --· The rema1n1ng quant1t1es r, r1 ci, J3, c,, v, n, e, &c., are
'I I,, "I

determined, partly by discretion, partly by experience, and partly
by theory.
The angle e1 is generally assumed. For wheels without guide
curvesc·it is taken as 90 °, but for wheels with guide-curves it must
be made from 25° to 40°; the former for high falls, the latter for
small falls, in order that, in the former case, the orifices may not
be too large, and in the latter not too small, or, in order that, in the
former case, the wheels may not be too small in diameter, anc:l in the
latter not too great. The angle #J is, in a certain degree, fixed by
the value of e1. That the water may enter the wheel without pres
sure on the free space, we must have � - 2 e1 ; but as this pressure
diminishes as the sluice is depressed, in order to prevent negative
pressure, J3 is made greater than 2 ., and probably J3 =- 2 e1 + 30°
to 2 e1 + 50° are good limits; the former in high falls, the latter in
low falls.
The ratio ;c=c!:._ of the internal and external radii of the wheel

falls within the limits of l ,25 and 1,5. For reasons easily understood, the smaller ratio is to be chosen for large values of J3, and for
wheels of considerable diameter, and vice verad.
In order further to determine the radius of the wheel, and of the
reservoir, we shall, as is the case in the best turbines hitherto made,
require fulfillmentc·of the condition that the velocity of the water
in the reservoir shall not exceed 3 feet per second. If we adopt
this velocity as ground work of our calculation, and leave out of the
question the section of the upright pipe encasing the axle, and that
of the sluice,: then Q a:: 3 ,c r11, and, therefore, inversely, the radius
of the reservoir, or the internal radius of the wheel :
Tl

r, = J � = 0,326 V Q, when r1 is in fe�t, and · Q in cubic feet.
3
From this radius we get the external radius r -= • r1• The velocity
ai the inner periphery of the wheel is determined by the formula :
2gh
+ ( r )�
2 ·nn. iJ COS.
ftft. jt
+
S Tl
ffft. (Jt - G)
ftft. (� -•)

Cl ' (

28*

)I

•
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into which we must, in the first place, introduce an approximate
value of x. From this, however, we get the velocity of discharge:
v s n.
Q
Q sin. �>-3 - ci) ; further,
c = _c 1 i � , and the section F = =
v sin. 13
c
sin. (13 - ci)
• 1
•
c n. a
v 1 n. 0
_c
the velocity of entrance c1 = �
, and the scc=
(
sin. ;3 - ci)
sin. >3
s n. tion F1 = Q = Q i �� a.). Lastly, the velocity of the external
c1
v1 sin. o
and
periphery of the wheel, and or the exit from it: v = c2 = .!..vu
rl
the contents of the united orifices of discharge from the wheel:
F. _ Q _ !:! . Q = T1 • �- Besides this, we ascertain the number
r v1
ii - c• - ,,. v1
of revolutions of the wheel per
Fie:. 271.
30 V
.
i.> V
-.
min. to be .. u = - = 9,5 t::.
"' r
r
In order to find the height
of the wheel, or of the orifice e,
,ve pursue the follo"·ing method.
If n1 be the number of guide
curves, and d 1 the least distance
AN (Fig. 271), bet,veen any
t,vo of the guide-curves at the
entrance on to the ,vheel, then
n1 d1 e= F. If, further, d 1 and
e be in a determinate proportion
to each other : 4,1 = .!!..., then
dl
2
n1 4'1 d1 = 1! ; and if 8 be the
thickness of one of the guide
curves, we may put with tolera
ble accuracy :
2 t< r1 sin. 11
.
d1 = .AA1 sin.
ci = ----"'--- Bi,
nl
and, hence,
2 ,c r1 sin. a. _ 8 2 = F.
n 1 4'1 (__;;__
•
'
n.
so that, by inversion, the number of buckets required :
sin. 11 - n1 s1 )
4,
n1 = 1 (2 r1
'
F
•
.
4' (2 1't r sin. a)Z
1or which o. ,vho1e number
or, opprox1mately : = 1
, �
..F
would be taken. If n1 be once fued, then :
F
d1 = 2 n r1 8in. a. - 8 1 =
-i, (2 n r1 sin,. a. - n1 s1 )'
n1
i
. F -n s
a.nd the height of wheel : e =
2 ,c r1 ei·n. ci
1 1

)

1(

2
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§ 157. We have still to deduce rules by which to calculate the
number of wheel-buckets, and the dimensions of the orifices of the
wheel. The orifices of discharge, the united area of which is

F2

= �'

is not the outer periphery of the wheel, but the section

B1 D, B2D1, &c., through the outer end of the buckets B1 , B., �c.
(Fig. 271). Again, for r in the above formulas we are not to under
stand the radius of th"e outer periphery, but the distance OM of the.
centre of the orifice B1D from the axis of rotation, and, in like
manner, v is�ot the velocity of rotation of B, but of M. If, now,
� be the angle SMT, which the axis of the stream flowing through
B,D makes with the tangent M'I', or the normal to the radius
(/M-. r; and, further, if n be the number of wheel-buckets, , their
thickness, d the width B1D of the orifices of discharge, and -1, the
I
e
ratio , we may put : n d e = n 4, di - " e - F,, therefore, inversely,

d

.

-1-

9'· Again, as
the number of wheel-buckets n - + F.
e
ne F,.
.
2 ,c r sin. •o - n , = n d = - = -,
-1-

e

we have for the angle of discharge sin. 8 == F, (e + 4, s) .
2 ic r e2
This angle a should not in any case be more than 20°, and, there
fore, if it comes out more than this, by the latter formula, some one
or more of the elements composing it must be changed. Thus, for
example, for this purpose F, = r • . Q may be made less, i. e., v1, or

r

"•

which amounts to the same, the difference between a. and (:J may be
made greater. Some engineers have endeavored to keep a small,
by making the wheel deeper at the outside than in the inside, giving
t\\·o values to e (Fig. 269). This, however, has the disadvantage,
that full discharge is thereby interfered with-at least in wheels
revolving free of back water, and that the water follows the wheel
shroudings when these diverge from each other to any considerable

extent. As to the ratio 4, � ;, ita influence once and a is but trifling.
·
It is within the limits 2 and 5 in wheels giving good results. The
small value refers to small wheels, and t1ice versd; for, otherwise, the
_·
channels fall out too wide, and the fullflow is liable to be lost.
. § 158. Oonstruction of the Bucket.-The buckets are generally
circular a.res. For the guide-curves one arc is sufficient ; but for
the wheel-cu_rves, or buckets, two a.res, tangential to each other, are
usually required. How to fix the radius of these ares, and how t9
co1nbine them, may be explained as follows: ,vith C.1V =- r, Fig. 272,
a circle, draw the tangent .M T, and upon it set off the a�gle
describe
_
of discharge SMT== J, as determined above. Draw MO at right
angles to MS, and set oft" on each aide of .M, MD - MB1 -= ½ d.
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Now draw the radius CBu and from C lay off the angle B1 CBc= •0
as determined by the formul�
Fig. 272.
2"
s
Also, from.
-I> -

=

.
.
r sin. �

n

C, as centre, draw circles
through B1 nnd D. The first
of these circles gives the exter
nal periphery of the wheel, and
the points B, B1 , &c., are the
outer ends of the buckets. If
,vo <lra,v BO, so that BODe=
BCB1 = 1>, ,vc have i n O the
centre, an<l in BO = .DO, the
radius of the arc DB forming
the outer portion of the bucket.
If we make Bl 01 = DO, we
have the centre 01 of the outer
piece B1 D1 of the next follow
ing bucket, &c. &c. The radius
OB = OD = a of the arc BD
may be also determined by solution of the triangle MOMi - We
. 41
sin. Mltf.1 0, but the cord MJf = 2 r sin.
�fO
-,
:
-have
=
1
2
.MM1 sin. .JJ10.Jlf1
therefore,
MOM1 = t, and MM1 0 = 90 + iS 2

r sin.

; cos.

(iS - ;)

OM= ---------.
sin, f

!.. ,
_

and the radius a required

r cos.

(g
-:
)
- ------ - ¼ d.
r cos.

cos.

4'

2

(iS -i)

T�
cos. -

...•'J

'

-

By this method of construction, the end B1 of the bucket is quite
parallel to the element D opposite, and, therefore, the stream flows
out without contraction. If this parallelism be not effected, it is
always disadvantageous ; if the tangents to B and D diverge out
wards, there is danger of losing the full loto, and if they converge
f st1·eam then strikes
there arises a partial contraction, and the
upo�
the outer surfu,ce of BD ( Vol. I. § 319).
The inner piece D.11 of a ,,·heel-bucket may generally be formed
of one arc of a circle. The radius KD = K.11 = a1 of this circle is
found as follo,vs : In the trianale
C.1!K, l'.lJf = r, .�lK = a1 + .,d, nod 1. C.,l[K = S.,l[T = 8,
t)

-
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•• • CK

1

1
-2

= r + (a1 + :)

r (a1

+

!)

COS.

C,.

In the triangle C.IJK, on the other hand, C.IJ = r1, .llK =- a1, and
C.llK = 180° -JJ, therefore, CK1 == r1' + a/ + 2 rl al cos. /3. By
equating the two expressions, we have:
r2 +

a1

d

<JI -

+4

a - r d cos. a -= r11 + 2 r a, cos. /3,

2 r a1 cos.

and hence the radius required:
d'
r-rl1 -r d cos. a +
4
-- ----·---·
a1 =- -=--,--2 (r cos. a + r1 cos. /J) - d
As to the arc to be adopted as the curvature of the guide-curves,
we get its radius and centre by drawing .JJL at the known angle
.. to the tangent .JJH of the inner circumference of the wheel. Raise
a perpendicular .11. G to it, and cut this in G by another normal,
raised from the middle point E of the radius C.11. This point G
is the centre of the guide-curve .llF, which may be drawn either
quite up to the case pipe of the axle, or to within any convenient
distance of it. The radius G.11 == GC = a1 of this bucket is.:

rl
a,- ---·
2 cos. a.

The centres of the arcs forming the outer arcs are in circles de
scribed with the radii 00, OK, and OG.

.Exampk. It is required to dett'!rmine all the proportions and lines of construction of a
Fourneyron's turbine for a fall of 5 feet, with 30 cubic feet of water per second. We

shall take • = 30°, and 8

= l 10 , and adopt the ratio r,!.. = , = 1,3 .
°

5

This being as-

sumed, we have-, from the rules above given, the internal radius r, = 0,326 v'Q = 1,785
feet, for which we take 1,8 feet. Hence r1 = CM (Fig. 272), the external radius
= 1,8 X 1,35 = 2,43 feet, for which we shall put 2,45. The width of the shrouding,
0,65 feet.
therefore, measured to the centre of the orifice of discharge,= 2,4 5 - 1,8
Neglecting prejudicial resistance, the best velocity of the wheel is:
v'gh (l
tang. • cotg. 8) v'5n. 31,25 ( l tang. 30° cotg. 70°)
ti ,
13,75 feet,
= v'1 56,25 . J,:21014
but, taking these resistances into account, if ( = 0, 1 8 and a = 0,06 :
2g
_
h________
2
.
0,06 (�)'
0,1 8 ( . lin 8
nn. (S •)
r1
(,m. I - a.)
2 . 31,25 . 5 -,-'
.2 nfl. � 100 co.. 300
.n00 o 1 8 "-,_-1 1o,o6 . 1n
,-t
+
_
(
)
fttl,, �0°
""· 80°

=

=

=

==

"• =J________
s�
_n...

=J

==J
+
t1 =c.== •"• -

+

)'+

+

+

312,5
_
3 1 2.5
_ 12 7 1 feet,
1,6527
0,1639
0,1176 - 1,9342 - '
1,35 . 12,7 1 -. n
and then
1 7,15 feet. The velocity of discharge
12,7 1
c _ 11, ,ita. 8
70°
12I ll 1eet.
�
11ft. (I - •)
llfl. 80°
9 55 12 71 .. 67,4.
The number of revolutions per minute is u .. 9155 . "' _ ,n · •
18
r,
From this ,ve have the areas of the orifices of diacbarge:

-.

+

, nfl.

==
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30

30
- 1,748 square feet.
5
('i
II
1
7
,}
C
12, 1 5
Assuming the thicknesa of the buckets to be 2j Hnes 0,01 7 feet, and ,upposing tha t
f, we have aa the requisite
ihe ratio of the depth to the width of the orifices -l,1
d,
number of buckets :
3 . (a5,655 - O,O 1 7 n,)1
"'· (2 .. r. nn. a - n1 •1)'
ti• 30
3
7
4
2,
F
and, hence, we have as the height of the wheel, or of the orifices :
2•473
2,473
F
O 4808 feeL
2 .. r1 1in.aa - n1 ,1
5, 1 45
5,655 - 0, 5 1
Supposing ,I, == f, the number of buckets would be :
.J. F, == 5 · 1,748 == · 8,74 _ 37,8, for which we may adopt 36. From this we
0,4�Ub1
0,23 1 1
t'
get the required angle of discbarge:
.
J,748 (0,4808 + 0,017 . 5)
F, (, + -,. 1)
ffll. J - _.;;.�..;.._.;.__;... r. . 0,4808I
2 tr . 2,4.>
2 tr r e'
1,748 . 0,5658
== O,�n 78O, cont1equentIy • 100 8' and
4,9a. tr . U,4�1J81
1 •74 8
J a= F,
== 0,10 1 0 feet.
n , 36 . 0,4808
If the turbine is to be clear of the back water, it muat be raised a certain height above
F= Q=

== 2,473 M}Uare feet, and F.= Q = Q =

==
= � ..

--'---=------=--=--= -�-------"- - ,

, = -------== ----�-:--.. --- - ,

"==

= , ,

= ____ _ __
=

ihe surface of the tail-race ; and as the half height of the wheel !._ == 0,2 404 feet, this
2
distance may be estimated at 0,5 feet. If tliis excess of fall does not exist, then the cal
culations must be based on a fall of 4½ feet, instead of on that of 5 feet. In order to
judge of the loss of water, we have to find the amount of :r, the excess of pressure of the
water passing under the sluice. We have:

=
5 - 1,18 . 0,016a. 12,1
'Jg

z =h-(1 + C) !....

31 -=s 5 - 2,7 78- 2,222

city oorre11ponding=i=a7,906a✓2,:.!2:l - 11,78 feet.

feet, and the velo

If, therefore, the space between the

wheel and the bottom plate be •'i inch, its area is: 2 . 1,8 . • . 1J1 !.
s

= 0,0 9

3 3

square

feet, and, therefore, the quantity of water escaping: Q, == 1 1,78 . 0,0393 == 0,46 cubic
feet. To di1ninish this loss, which will be the less the lower the sluice, the fating up of
the wheel must be \·ery accurately done, so that the space between the wheel and bot
tom plate may be, as smal I as possible; or, by increasing c and making S lesa, z must be
reduced az1 low as possible.
3600
10° ; but the thickness of the buckets
The dividing angle of the wheel is
36
O,O 17
0,02 497, or an angle
1 26', hent'e
iakes up an angle
r ,i11. I'
2,45 ,in. 16°, 8'
♦
8°, 34', the angle of curvature of one part of the bucket. The radius correspond
ing is :
.. r co,. (>- ½ ♦)
2•45 co,. 1 1 0, 5 1 '
- 0,0505 = 2,354 1 feet.
d
-½
•
°, 111
C
Oi.
4
""· ½ •
The radius of the second part of the wheel-bucket:
a
,-l-r11 - r d co1. > + ¼ dJ
a - ---=---._ __ 2,785- 0,237 7 2,54 73 O 7,.,.afieet.
_
_
2 (r co, J + r1 co1. S) - d
3,4 76- 0, 1 01
3,375
°
The corresponding angle of curvature is : t, == l80 - I- i+ r - T, in which
a1 nn. S
a, ,in. I
ta__.1 numenca
--i:,• r
--=----.
•
IIy :
and tang. T
expresaeu
"• - "• co,. S
r - a, co,. I'
70° - 1 6°, 8' 24 °, 42' - 6°, 56' 7 1 °, 38'.
♦,
.
T�ese 1nve1tiga1ions afford us the nece8'8ry element, for, the construction of a.
turbine for the fall in question, and we have now only to calculate the useful effect
that sucha. a machine will yieltl. The absolute velocity of the water discharged is
.., == 2 '• 1111.. i > == 2 . 17,1 5 n,s. 8°, 4' 4,81 3 feet,and, hence, the loss of fall corresponding = :
0,0 1 6 . 4,81 3• = 0,371 feet. Again, the loss of f111l occasioned by the resist-

=

= ' =

=

= °,

==

=

= ----- - -=--- == , ..,.,

=

=

=

== -�--- ;
+

=

=
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ance in the guide-curvesn= 0,1S !!.... = 0,18 . O,J 6 . 12,139 = 0,423 feet. The loss of
2g
fall arising from the hydraulic resistances, may be estimated as follows : From an accn•
rate drawing of the wheel, and the results of the calcul1:1tions given above, it will be
found that each wheel ch11nnel consists of two part!', of which the one is 0, 1 1 feet wide,
and 0,2 long ; the radius 2,35 feet, the central angle 4 ½0, and the other is 0,2 J feet wide,
and 0,95 feet lon1,?, the radius of curvature 0,7 55 feet, and central angle of 7 1 38'.
From this we deduce the co-efficient of resiitance for the smaller partn:
0• 1 1
= 0, 1 24
C, = 0,12 4 3,104
3,104 (
) � = 0,124
2a
4,71
0•2 1 i
and for the larger : C1 = O,124
3,104 . (
) = 0, l 27. Again, the angle ratio for
1,:,1
7 1 63
4,5
= 0,02 5, and for the second · = 0,398. Again, the secthe first part is t =
U10
180
"'
1 1748
= 0,918, and for the second part
tion of the first is F.
ta d t
36 . 0,I l .nU,4ts08
1 •74 8 -=0,481, and hence we have for the co.efficient of the whole resist•
=
36 . 0,21 . U,4 8U8
ance arising from curvaturen:
., = 0,124 . 0,025 . 0,9 1 81 0.127 . 0.398 . 0,4 819 = 0,0026 0,0 1 1 7 = 0,0143.
Further, the co-efficient of friction in the first part :
36 · 0, 1 1 - 0,4808
de o 1
9J
0
"
016
0
0
+
o
+
4
=
J
44
014
0
169
=
I
I
�
I
'-It
I
30
Q
4 08
36 ,i 1
0,0I87, and for the second = 0,0 1 44
0,0I69 J · O
· 0, � = 0,0203. The
30
0•5908 · 0•2
= l, l 1 7, and for the second
ratio (d + t) l for the first part =
2 dt
2 . U,1 1 . U,4808
0,6908 · o,95
= 3,2 50, and from this we have the co efficient of friction for the
=
2 . 0,'21 . 0,4808
whole channel :
0,0187n. 1 , 1 n17 . 0,918' 0,0203 . 3,250 . 0,481' = 0,0176 0,0152 = 0,0328,
and hence, lastly, the co-efficient for all the resistances in a wheel-clu,nnel i�:
• = ••
= 0,0143
0,03·.?8
0,0471, and the loss of fall corresponding to this
v•
0,222 feet. The three losl!es of foll just P.sti= • • - = 0,047 1 . 0,016n. 1 7,15i
2g
matedn= 0,371
0.42 4 + 0,222 = 1,01 • feet, and thns there remains of the total effect
at disposition, Q h g = 30 . 5 . 66 = 9900 feet lb�., only
Pv = 30 . (5 - 1 ,017) 66 = 7886 lbs. as uuful etfect. There is, however, so,ne por
tion of this consu1ned by the fricti0n of the pivot. If the weight of the wh�I, &c.•
be 2000 lbs., and supposing the nulius of the pivot = 1 ½ inc-h, and the co-efficient
of friction 0,075, the rnechanical effect consumed by the friction of the pivot
1
= rs f Gv1 =
• 0,075 . 2000 . l2,7 1 = 132 feet lbs. (Suppose the co efficient of
8 . 1 ,8
r1
friction 0,12, which is more likely, then the frictionn= 2 1 0 feet lbs.) The useful effect
a vail11ble, directly at the axle of the wheel, is then :
L = 7886 - 2I0= 7676 feet lbs.n= 13,9 horse p0\\'er. If we at1t1ume 0,5 feet lost
besides, 1.,y keeping the wheel free of the water in the race, then the efficiency :
7676
L _
_ ---II ic •
- ----- =: 0,70"•
30 . 5,5 . 66
Q /a 'JI

+

°,

+

(.!!_)i
+

= - --

+

+

+

=

•. =

+ ••

+

+

+

=
=

+

§ 159. Turbine, without Guide-Ourves.-The proportions of tur
bines ":ithout guide-curves a.re only partly deducible in the manner
of turbines with guide-curves. The angle 1.1 is in these 90° , and the
• [It will be observed that, .in working this example, we have retained the co-efficients

applicable to the Prussian weights and measures, viz.: _:_ ms 0,016, and the weight of
2,
the cubic foot of water 66 lhs., for which the student r.an at pleuure substitute 0,0155
and 62,5 ret1pectively, al90 8,02 for 7,906.-Ax. ED.)
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angle � == 150° to 160° , in order to have x as low as possible. The
ratio ,. == !... is only 1, 15 to 1,30, as, otherwise, from J3 being so
r
large, the le�gth of bucket would be inconvenient. In order to have
the Joss of mechanical effect for the entrance on the wheel as low as
possible, the water is laid on to the wheel with a velocity of only
2 feet, and hence the internal ra�us r1 is only 0,4 ✓ Q, and the
external radius r = ., r1 = 0,4 ., ✓ Q.
The best velocity of rotation is also to be calcu1atecl by a different
rule, as the formula :
2gh
•
1°
•
I
Vl =-:
J3
2- sin. J3 cos. a. + , . sin.
) + ( )
(
,
a)
(/3
sin.
nn. (J - a.)
,, r�.
which in this case has the form :
2gh
V 1

{.

tang.

131

+ ,. (�)

::i'

gives too great v�lues. �he res.son of this is, that the condition of
ma.king the velocity of discharge = 0, does not, on account of the
prejudicial resistances,. lead �o the _maximum effect being produced ;
and it is only for turbines with guide-curves, that the fulfilment of
this condition gives satisfactory approximations to this maximum.
On the other hand, for turbines without guide-curves, and in all
cases in which o is nearly 90°, the influence of the prejudicial re
sistances on the working of the wheel becomes too great for its
being possible to assume that tD = 0, or v == c1• In order to find
the least velocity for these wheels, we adopt the following method :
We have already (Vol. II. § 14 7) fflund that
(1 + x) c;J = 2gh + v2 - 2 c v1 cos. e1 - { c2, and as
cos. a. = cos. 90° = 0, and
v• sin. fJ = - v tang. 11A = - r,
-r v tang. iJ, we may put:
1
c ==
sin. (/3 - 90)

(1 + x) c1 -= 2gh + v [1 - , (�) tang.
2

2

11

and, therefore, the velocity of discharge :
c. == \/

2gh + v1 [1 - {

fJ'];

(:) tang. J3 J.

l+x

1

2

Hence, the loss of fall :
1
1
c
I + !1 - 2 c V COB. 3 + X c,I + { c
l
l
!I =- ....;;....-----=------:.___:___
2g
1
1
1
(1 + x) c1 + v 1 +
tang. J31] - 2 v c1 coa. 3
:a

[ r (;)

2g
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= (2gh + 2v11-2vcoB. 3

11
r
)
2gh + v'[1-?: ( ; tang. �11]

1
! + . · ---- ) 2g
--------

r 1
2
2gh + v [ 1 - ?: ( ; ) tang. .a2]

= h - (v coB. 3

------------ - v1)

1+.
\
and, therefore, the effect to be expected from the wheel :
2gh +

vi[1 - {: (r•r ) tang. >3 ]
1

1
• ,
g

2

-· ---- - v2) Q 1 .
1+.
g
-1
✓
r
1
)
?:
tang. /31, and• for l + •, then we have,
If we put .i, for 1 - (
co,. a
r
.
more simply, L =- (v ✓2gh + 4- v2 - ♦ v') Q "f .
L = (v coB. 3

♦g

In order that this value may give a maximum, we can deduce by
s
h +
g
v
the higher calculus that ♦ v =4, or, if we represent the
✓2gh + .i, v2

ratio of the height due to velocity � to the pressure height h, that
2g
2
v'
•+
- 4,· If
✓
•
·1s, --,
!
4%
by %, then _
== ♦, and hence, % = ----:==
2gh
- .i,
·✓ + 4' %'
2 4- ✓♦'from this we have got %, we have for the v�locity v =- ✓x • 2gh,
2gh + v'
r
°"' . Hence the seevi = . v, c =- - vi tang. . f3, and c, ==l
+
x
r
Q, and F = Q , and, lastly, the height of the wheel, or
tions
=
F
3
·
C .
c2
F .
e
orifice
=
the
of
·
·
2 .c r1
The other proportions, as the construction of the buckets, &c. &c.,
ao not differ from those of turbines having guide-curves.
2

J

. Rmaark. Strictly speaking, turbines with guide-curves should also be treated in this
manner, but as the expressions are very complicate-d, and lead to a value of�, which

.,

differs very little from unity, we have deemed the investigation unnecessary.
· Examplt. It is required tp make the necessary calculation• for the design of a turbine
on Cadiat's plan, for a fall of � feet, with 30 cubic feet of water per second. Assuming
S = 150°, • = 1,2, and r1 =0,4 \/Q=0,4 \/30 2,19, which we shall make 2,25, and,
hence, r= 1,2 . 2,25 ::i::a 2,70 feet. If, further, C= 0,15, and a = 0,10, and , .. 16°, then
:an
0
1 - C (r•) . ta,ag. I' = 1 -0,1 5 . (tang. 30 )• =- t - 0,03� =- 0,965,and
.J,
r
1 I44
.
-.,..\/1
\/1,1
== 1,09 1 ; and, therefore,
f .,__--'-- =
0
co,. I'
COi. 16
1,091 -0,476
♦- ✓♦' - "'' --= --,-..;..__ =- 0·,672, and _v��:,_ 0,820•
"' ----===
1,93n. 0,476
2 .,. ✓♦•-,1,'

=
= +•
"- =

=

--
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From this we have the most advantageous velocity of rotation :

= vx . 2g = ,8 . ,906 ✓5= 14,50 feet. Again,11 = � = 14l,2•
,
c = -v, tang. S = 12,08 tang. 30 = ,97 feet, and
2g + -,. v
312, + 202, = 2 1 65 feet ;
=
ct =J
1
J
•
v

0

h

2

7

1

°

h

1

and now we have the section F

1,1

= 1 , 8 feet,
20

9

= QC = 6, 0 =
3

97

4,304 aquare feet, and the section

= cQ = 21,60 = J ,386 square feeL Hence, again, we have the height of the wheel :
1
= 2 .,,.Fr, = 2 •4,2,25 . .,== 0,304 feet, and if we take for the orifices of discharge of the

F,
t

6

5

+

00

3

5

3o4

wheel, the proponional dimensionse;

= f, we have for the number of buckets:

2 • J , 386 == 2,772 =- 30. If the thicknesa of the bucket plates ,
_ 2 F1
"e0,0924
0,3041
e9
feet, we have as the angle of dischargee:
1,386- 30 . 0,304 . 0,0 1 7 == 1,226 ==
nn.
F1- • , ,
0'238'

=

'-=

2 wre

=

2 . 2,7e. 0,304

,r

and, hence, t::a:: I 3f0• As we assumed above that for .I,

1,6416e.,
'-"1

= 0 o1 7

= co,.+J�. >== 16 , the velo
°

cities, sectional areas, &c., just found, will be slightly varied by the introduction of
I= 13¾0• The efficiency of this wheel is:
(l ( ,
1
1 - 0,2 8 1 . 1 7 8, 5
I
11
t - .I,)
(
)

v)
=
= 1 6,2
1,116 . ] ,04
gh ♦ v'l + •
0, 1
0, 79
7,906 be'1ng taken ,or prussian measures,
0,578, we
,L co-effic1ent
.
__
=
=
== 1 -__
1,17
5

6

32

rui

5

9

I'.

1,17

in last example.
For the same fall, a Fourneyron's turbiue gave an efficiency 11 =0,705.

IO last paragraph.)

(Stt example

§ ]60. Whitelaw's Turbines.-The Scottish turbine has to be
.treated differently from that of Cadiat, inasmuch as the water
enters the wheel, in great measure, in a manner involving shock
and because in these turbines the dimensions and form of the wheel:
channels are much more arbitrary than for the other. The angle a
may be made much less in these than in the other forms of turbine.
They are peculiarly adapted for falls of great height, with small
supply of water.
The width of the pressure pipe may be determined by the condition
that there shall be a maximum velocity of 6 feet per second through
'it. So that the internal radius of the wheel, or the radius of the
pressure pipe r = I Q = 0,23 ✓ Q. The external radius is made
1

"' 6

,c

2, 8, or 4 times this, according as the number of arms or discharge
channels is 4, 3, or 2. The velocities v, v1 , and c, and, therefore,'the
· s�ctions Ft and F1, may be determined as in the case of turbines
without guide-curves (last paragraph). The depth or height of the
wheel e = F , and the width of the orifices of discharge = d = �2 " r1
ne
•
•
t,ll
In determin1ng v or % =
it will be necessary to take { higher
2gh'
than 0,15, as shock cannot be avoided where the stream of water
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divides itself to run in so many different directions. It may be
assumed, without much risk of error, that { = 0,20. As the arms or
wheel channels are considerably longer than in a.ny other turbine,
we must take a higher value for x, and assume it at least 0, 1 5.
The arms are generally curved according to the Archimedian
spiral ; they may be cuxved to the form .ABD, Fig. 272, composed
of two circular arcs, AB and BD. For this, the orifice of the inlet
pipe, or internal periphery of
Fig. 273.
the wheel, is divided into as
many equal parts as there are
to be arms-thl'ce in the case,
Fig. 273, and from ench of
these draw the line AS, mak
ing the angle {J with the tan
gent ttt that point ; or, for
example, make SA O
= 270° - {3° = 90° + �0, then
with the external radius r, de
scribe a. circle, and divide it
into as many equal pairts as
there are to be arms, but so
that bet,vecn the two points A
and JJ of the two peripheries,
a central angle of about 135°,
150°, or 180° is included, according as the number of arms is 4, 3,
or 2. The direction of the axis .DT being ]aid off in such manner
that the angle O.D T equals about 80°, we find the centres Mand 0
of the arcs .AB and BD forming the axis, by bisecting the angles
SAD, TJJA by the straight lines AB and BJJ ; then draw BT
parallel to .A.D, and AM at right angles to AS, B O at right angles
to ST, and .D O at 1·ight angles to D T. We see the reason of this
at once, if we consider that, by division of the angles SAD and
TJJA, and by drawing the parallel ST, the angles MBA and MAB,
and also the straigbt lines MA and JIB, are made equal to each
other, that in like manner the angles OJJB and OBD, as also tho
lines OB and OIJ, are made equal to each other.
To find the outsides of the pipes, JJG is made= JJH= the ha1£
d
width of orifice , and JJ'N is made = KN, and the arcs HK and
2
GF are drawn, so that the ,vidth GH gradually passes into FK, &c.

Example. Required to design a Scottish carbine for a fbll of 150 feet, ,vith a supply of
water of l'½_:ubic feet per second. In the first place, the internal radius
0,23 ✓Q - 0,23 I ,G
0,3 feet, nnd tbe diameter
0,282 feet ; but we shall put i1
.
the
pres�ure
of
pipe 9 u1che�, or 0 75 feeta· ,ve shall hnve only two arms, nnd make the
°
externnl radius r = 4 . r, = 1,2 fe�t.
shall put S = 1500, and i = 10 , ancl as:;ume
0, 15, and { 0,25, hence :
it
9
-,. = 1 - 0,25 . ('�) tang. (J'
L _ 0,25 • T'-� (tang. 3ooyi 1 - 0,0052 = 0,994 8, and

,., =
=

y =

=

=

=

w�

� = v/l + � = v/l, = 1,0890.
coa. 10
cos. l
l5
°

=
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Of the fall h == 150, the friction ofthe water in the 9 inch pipe, which may be preaumed•
to be 200 feet long, consumes, according to Vol. I. §§ 331 and 332, an amount :
4 ' 200 . 1.5'
4
l Q£ a::::
z
0,0213 . 0,01 6 . (-) ' . 0,0003408 . (-) • --0,766
.,
..
di
200 · 256 = 0,03408 . 1 ,62 1 . 'N a= 1,05 feet; therefore, we
0,0003408 . 1,621 .
27
must only introduce h = 148,95 feet in our calculations. For the most advantageous'
vE>locity :
x-= ♦ - ✓♦1 - -1, 1,089 - ✓t,t858 - o,9948 _ 1,089 - o,437 _ 0,750_
0,8«s95
1,9896 ✓1),191
2 .,, ✓t'-"1
.Aud bence :
1' == ✓x . 2g/a - �''7 5 . 62,6 • 148,96 - 83, 56 feet, "• == -= 20,89 feet;

=

=

=

"

4

c - - ,. t-,. 1- 20,89 ,-,. :wo - 12106 feet; and
.
9309,4 + 6945,8
.
'"· •- .�git + -,. .,- _ J_.....;..
_..:.___ == 118,89 1ieet. (Prus111an.)
J,15
· 1+•
15
From this �e have the sections: F - !! -= • == 0,1244 square feet, and
.
12�6
e
.
16
F, _ � - • == 0,0 1262 square feet. From this again we have the height of
c1
11 8,82
F == 0• 1244 -= 0,066, and, lastly, the
width of orifice:
wheel 1
2.,r1
0,6 •
F
O,Ol2 62 == O,Ol262 ==
0,0956 feetn= 1,1 5 inches. In order to have a
tl == a =
0,132
n,
2 . 0,066
&.renter ratio ; between the sides of the orifices, we should have to introduce more arms

=

or ,v heel channels ; but as the channels are very long, even the above proportion would
be lound to insure a faUjlou, through them. The efficiency of the wheel, neglecting the
friction at the joint and losses in the pressure pipe, iii :

• = [ l - (♦�- .,,) 2 x]

1

♦ ✓l + •

1
= (1 - 0,191n.n1,�)n---,---J,089n. 1,07

= 0,713
-s=0,611.
1,1 '7
5

6

§ 161. Comparison of Turbines.-Let us now draw a comparison
between the three turbines of Fourneyron, Ca.diat, and Whitelaw.
The turbine with guide-curves is unquestionably the more perfect
construction, mechanically considered, as by this arrangement ( when
c1 = t' ) the entire vis viva of-the water may be taken from it, which
cannot be done without this apparatus. All things considered, the
velocity of rotation for all the wheels is nearly the same, viz. :_
r3 v = 0, 7 ✓2gh to ✓2gh for the maximum effect. This maximum
effect is nearly the same for each of them, the advantage being on
the side of Fourneyron's wheels, when working in its normal state
an� on the side of Whitelaw's, when the supply of water is very
variable. The Scottish turbine may be constructed at less cost than
Fourneyron's turbines with guide.curves.
In general terms, we believe that the turbines of Fourneyron and
C�diat are better adapted for very low falls and those of moderate
height (up to 30 feet) with large supplies of water, whilst for high
falls and small supplies of water, Whitelaw's wheels are to be
preferred.
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Remark. In the case of turbines without guide-curves, especially when the fall is bigu,
the water leaving the wheel retains a consider•
Fig. 274.
able absolute velocity w
r� - v, and beoce a
notable amount of vi, viva is losL This loss may
� �voided, or at least much dimin1Sbed, if the
V'I.& t'ltla of the wnrer leaving the turbioe be applied
to a second ,vheel. .l\-1. Althans, of the Sajn Tron
Works, has put this into practice at a mill near
Ehre�breitstein. The essential po.rt of the con
struction of this wheel is represented by Fig. 27!.
.fJE.11 js a. reaction wheel with four curved dis
charge pipes. the fall bejng 120 feet (compare
§ 147), BB is a larger wheel ,vitb curved bucket11,
set in 111otion by the water discharged at ..i, .fl.
As the wheels revolve in opposite directions, they
!1ave to be connected �•ith each other by revers•
ing gearing. The outer ,vbeel has this farther
advantage, that it a<l<ls to the fly, or regulating
power of the machine.• (&e " Inner•osterrei•
cLisches Gewerbeblau,» Jabrgang 6, 1843.)

=

§ 162. Experiments on Tu,rbines. -Nun1berless experiments on
turbines of the different forms we have now been discussing are
extant, but the reported results are not all trust,vorthy. These
recipients of water power are in many respects admirnble machines,
but to suppose that an efficiencyc= 0,85 to 0,90 has been obtained
from them, arises from some mistake. As the discharge of water
through the most perfectly formed orifice has a velocity co-efficient
cJ> = 0,97 (Vol. I. § 312), there must be a loss of mechanical effect
at entering the wheel, represented by

) c2

1
c2 Q ,,. As, again, the friction of water
(2 - 1 - Q ,y = 0,06 2g
2g

1n a pipe six times as long as it is wide, consumes (Vol. I. § 331)
• 41

Q r = 0,114 - Q ,y, or 11,4 per cent. of the a.va.il2g
2g
able fall (as � = 5. nearly = h1), we see tha.t, deducting these re2g 2g
sista.nces, there remain only 83 per cent. of effect over. If we
allow only 2 per cent. for the resistance in the curved conduits, 2
per cent. for shock on the ends of the buckets, and 3 per cent. for
the mechanical effect retained by the water discharged, nnd neglect
ing all other sources of loss, such as is involved in the guide-curves,
&c., t�ere remain only 76 per cent. of useful effect, and,_ therefore,
a turbine that gives us an efficiency '1 = 0, 75, may be cons1<lered as a
very exce�lent one. The experiments o! �1orin and other impartial
pe_rsons give results as to efficiency as wgh as 0,75, but never above
th.is.
M�rin's experiments were published about ten years ago, under
the title " Exp6riences sur Jes roues hydrauliques a axe vertical,

0,019 . 6 .

i
v
_

vi

• [A second \\·heel to receive the "'nter from n com rnon Barker·s mill ,vns DSf'tl in
model by the F.Jitor, to illustrate his lectures before the Franklin Institute, nbout tile year
1630-31 . The model is probably now at Carti5te, Pu.-A)(. Eu.]

24*

•
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a.ppcl�es Turbines, Metz et Paris, 1838." The first experiments
were made on one of Fourneyron's turbines at Moussay, external
diameter of wheelc= 2,8 feet, depthc= 0,36 feet, fallc== 24,6 feet,
a.nd the quantity of water laid onc== 26 cubic feet per second.
Thus there was a fall of' upwards of 70 horse power at disposition.
Tho result of these experiments, stated in general terms, was that,
whether the wheel worked more or less in back-water, it gave for
180 to 190 revolutions per minute, a maximum effect of 69 per cent.
of the whole power. When the number of revolutions was greater
or less by from 40 to 50 per cent. of the above, the efficiency was
from 7 to 8 per cent. less. These were the results when the cylin
drical sluice was quite drawn up ; but when the sluice was lowered
to half the height of the wheel, the efficiency was reduced about 8
per cent. Had the wheel been entirely free of back-water, this fall
ing off in efficiency must have been greater.
Experiments on a turbine at Mtihlbach for a fall of 120 horse
power, gave the following results : diameter of wheel 2 metres
height ½ metre, fall 12 feet, with 86 cubic feet of water per second:
,vith the sluice quite drawn, the wheel made 50 to 60 revolutions
and the efficiency .was 0, 78 accordin� to Morin ;_ but he has adopted
. harge 1n calculating the quantity of
too low a co-efficient of d1s
�
water, and, therefore, 0,7 5 1s pr�bably the true efficiency. For
variations of from 30 to 80 revolutions, the efficiency did not vary
more than 4 per cent. from the above. The efficiency was the same
whether the wheel was only a few inches, or 3 feet under water.
�he efficiency w:as nearly constant _for great variations in the quan
tity of wat �r laid on• . Ascthe
sluice w�a depressed, the _efficiency
_
fell off rapidly. Morin directed experiments to ascertaining the
v , and found, as theory indicates, that this ratio increases
ratio
✓:lgh
as v increases (owing to the influence of centrifugal force), and de
creases as the sluice is raised.
§ 163. Redtenbacher gives the result of some experiments on
turbines in Switzerland, in his work " Ueber die Theorie und den
Bau der Turbinen und Ventilatoren." These were ill constructed,
and gave low results.
· Among other interesting results which Redtenbacher deduces
f'ro� the recorde� experiments on Fourneyron's tur�ines,cwe
may
_
particularly mention that these wheels, when working with their
maximum effect, and with sluice fully drawn, make half the number
. of revolutions that they do when working free of all load but their
own. inherent resistances.
Combes' experiments, with models of his wheels, give less efficiency
than those above mentioned, viz : 0,51 to 0,56.
Mr. Ellwood Morris, of Philadelphia, has recorded a very complete
set of experiments on two turbines of Fourneyron, (see " Journal of
the Franklin Institute," Dec. 1843.)
One wheel was 4j- feet diameter, 8 inches high, 6 feet fall, 1700
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c:nbic feet of water per minute. Sluice drawn 6 inches, 52 revolu
tions per minute, efficiency found to be 0, 7. The velocity v1 of the
inner periphery of the wheel was then = 0,46 ✓ 2gh. For varia
tions between v 1 = 0,5 ✓ 2gh to 0,9 ✓ 2gh, the value of '1 varied
from 0,64 to 0, 70. The other wheel was 4' - 511 diameter, 6 inches
deep, 4½ feet fall, 14 cubic feet per second. It revolved under
water, and when the sluice was drawn 4! inches, the effects were
as follows: For v1 = 25 to 30 per cent. of ✓ 2gh, then f'/ = 0, 71.

For

v1
✓2gh

= 0,45, that is ti==. . 49, the maximum effect was obtained,

or "I = 0,75.
.

For

v 1 == 0,5 to 0�7, the value ofc -= 0,60.
f'/
·
v2gh .

Rtmark. The results of experiments on Cadiat's wheels are probably overstated. Ex
periments on Whitelaw's wheels, as made by Messrs. Randolph and Co., of Glasgow,
give results varying from 0,60 to 0,75 for the efficiency.

§ 164. Fontaine's Turbine.-The turbines recently introduced by
Fontaine and Jonval, differ from those of Fourneyron, inasmuch as
the guide-curves, instead of being in one place with, are placed above
the wheel, and thus the water does not flow outwards on to the
wheel, but from above downwards, and is discharged from the bot
tom of the wheel. Centrifugal force plays only a very subordinate
part in the motion of the water through these wheels, gravity taking
its place. The difference between the turbine of Fontaine and that
of Jonval consists in the former being placed immediately on or
under the surface of the water in the race ; while, in Jonva.l's arrange
ment, the water flowing through the wheel forms a column of water
undere· the wheel, but acts upon the wheel just as if it pressed
upon it. The arrangement of Fontaine's turbine is shown in Fig.
275, in vertical section and in plan. A.A is the wheel, BB is the
wheel plate, uniting the wheel with the hollow axle CODD. In
order that the pivot may be out of the vrater, the axle OD ends in
an eye G G, in which there is a steel plug FS (which can be raised
or depressed by the screw S) resting on the solid axle EF at F.
The motion of the wheel is transmitted by an axle H, firmly con
nected with the head of the hollow shaft. To keep the upright
shaft from the water, it is surrounded by a casing, as in Fourney
ron's turbines. The guide-curve apparatus KK is screwed on to the
be!l'ms LL, and to it there is a plate KMMK united, having a cylin
drical metallic bed MM, in which there is a collar similar to that
at DD, for maintaining the perpendicularity and steadiness of the
shaft. The form of the guide-curves N, and of the wheel-buckets
O, 1s repr!sented at III. For regulating th& quantity of water laid
on, there 1s a compound sluice having as many separate valves as
there are guide-curves. Thes: valves are covered by round pieces
of �ood, and ar� fastened by screws and nuts to the cylindrical
ca.sing of the. guide-curve apparatus. The sluice-rods P Q, P Q . • .
are firmly united to each other by an iron ring QQ, which can be
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Fig. 275.

.JI

1Ir

raised and depressed by three lifting-rods QR, QR . . . For this
purpose the ends R, R . . . of these rods n.re cut as screws, and
toothed wheels T, T .e. . put on them, the nave or box of these
having female screws, and the peripheries of the whole being en
compassed by an endless chain.
_ ,v�e� one. of these wheels is moved by means of a winch, or other1\tse, 1t 1s evident that the rest must be so too, so that the three rods
a.re 1noveu simultaneously.

JONV.AL'S TURBINE.
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§ 165. Jonval's Turbine.-Figs. 276 and 277 I, II, and III, re
present Jonval's turbine. Ilere, again, .fl.fl is the ,vhcel, united to
Fig. 276.

the upright shaft CD by a diso or plate; BB is the guide-curve
apparatus opening as a diverging cone into the lead. The pivot
rests on a footstep C, supported by EE. The relative position of
the wheel and guide-cw·ves, as also a part of the outside of the pipe
in which tho wheel is enclosed, is represented at II and III.
To keep the surface of the wa.ter in the lea.d free from agitation,
a floa.t 88 is placed on it, and for regulating the ,vheel's motion, a
sluice G is introduced, worked by a handle at K. According as
this sluice is raised or depressed, more or less water flo,vs awa:j, and
thus the power is regulated.
The f1·aming LL supports the plumher-blocks for the upper end
?f the shaft, �nd for a horizontal shaft, through ,vhich the motion
IS first transmitted by a pair
of mitre wheels. \Vhen the wheels are
small, t�e reservoir or well in which the wheel is. enclosed ma.y be
of ca�t ir�n; for large wheels it sho�d p� built of solid, maso�y.
It is evident, from what ,ve have no,v det:i.iled that the turbmes ot
Fontaine and Jonval are ess�ntially alike in th;ir mail\ proportions,
and that their theory is the same. In b oth, the water in the lead
stands at a certain height h aboro the point •of entrance on the
,vheel. The water in the ra.�e ho ,vever stands in Jonvnl's turbine
'

'

I
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at a certain depth hi below the wheel, while, in Fontaine's arrange
ment, the race-,vo.ter is in imrnediate contact 1.1Jitl1, tho ,vhcel. The
regulation of the wheel's motion is managed in Fontaine's by an
Fig. 277.

]_

internal, and in Jonva.l's by an external sluice - the one being
analogous in this respect to FourFig. 278.
neyron's turbine, the other to that
of Cadia.t.
11
§ 166. Tlieory of Fontaine's and
'
·
'
'
N
..
Jonval's Tu,i·binee.-In developing
the theory of the turbines of Fon
·,
I'
\
. \f.�,
{ '. '.
taine and Jonval, we shall adopt
\
\;
'" ' n,, •E ,,
the following symbols.
<
L'
Let the angle of inclination of a
,-.,. [I "- 1 I,
guide-curve NG to the horizon, or .
'2
the angle of entra.nce of tho water
NGG1 = c .llv, Fig 278, = 11. The
angle c1 .11.v which the upper end of the wheel bucket .11 makes with
the motion of the wheel = /3, and the angle DD1 E, at which the
hottom of the wheel bucket meets the horizontal = 6. Let the abso,
lute velocity of entrance of the water on the wheel ..ic = c, the mean
radius of the wheel r = r1 + r2 , corresponding to the velocity of the
2
wheel .llv = v. The relative velocity of entrance .llc1 = c1, and the vclo-

'

i

.'

..

I"
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city of discharge Bc2 = c2• Again, let F = the sum of the areas of all
the sectionsNG1 ofthe water flowing out of the guide-curve apparatus,
Fi t�e sum of the upper sections G1 K, and F2 the sum of the lower
sections DE of the wheel channels.
If, again, { be the co-efficient of resistance in the guide-curve
canals, and x the head measuring the pressure of the water entering
the wheel, then (1 + {) c2 = 2g (h1 - x) ; and reckoning the height
a (34 feet) of a column of water equal to the atmospheric pressure,
then (1 + {) c2 = 2g (a + h1 - x).
For the relative velocity, we have :
c :a = c2 + v• - 2 c v cos. ca.
If, aga-in, b = the depth of the wheel, y == the height of a column
of water =- to the pressure of water immediately under the wheel,
and x the co-efficient of resistance in the wheel channels, then, for
the relative velocity of discharge, we have:
1
(1 + x) c1:a = 2g (b + x - y) + c1 = 2g (a + h1 + b - y)
+ V11 - 2 C V COS. - { c2
�f we here again endeavor to take from the water as much effect
as 1s inherent in it, and, therefore, make c1 =- v, and also
v sin. J3
c
, we then have for the relative velocity of discharg e :
sin. (J3 - a)
2
cos
n.
n.
s
J3
.
J3
e1
.
i
• J v• = 2g (a + h1 + l, _ y),
�
2
+
)
{
+
(
[ sin. (.13 - a.)
sm. (/3 - e1)
and, therefore, the best velocity of the wheel :
2u (a + h1 + b - y)
-. ,acc
----,
" = \ 2c
o;. e1 { (sin. (� --) 1 + :·
si·n+
)
J3
(sin.
)
n.
(�
a.)
- a.
si
The pressure-height y, when the turbine revolves in free air, is
equal to the atmospheric pressure a; but when the turbine is in back
water, itc=- a + h1, where h1 is the height of the surface of the
water above the bottom of the wheel ; and lastly, when the wheel is
above the·race water, as in Jonval's arrangement, y = a - h1 + z,
where h1 =- the depth of the race surface underneath the bottom of
the wheel, and z is the height due to the velocity of the water flow
ing through the sluice from the reservoir to the tail-race. The total
fall for the case of the wheel revolving free of back water is
h =- h + b; when the wheel is in back water, I,, - h1 + l, - h1 ;
and when the wheel is above the tail water, h - h1 + l, + Ar Hence,
for the two first cases:
2gh
vn. /3 cos. e1 + { ( sin.
�
•·
2
+
sin. (J3 - a.)
sin. (/3 - o)
and, for the latter:
.------z
2
g (h- )
v=
2 Bin. J3 COB. q + C ( ,in. ,a )I + • '
Bin. (.a - Cl)
Bin. (/3 -Cl)
Cl

= .

'3 )'
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and, when the orifice G by which the vessel communicates with the
tail-race is large, or when the water flows away very slowly :
} Q l = o.
z = �t
g 0
· § 167.
From the velocity v c:1 c1, the absolute ve]ocity of entrance
v sin. 13 , and the pressure height :
c =- .
sin. (13 - a.)
' sin. /33
c"
v
. /3
x =- a + h 1 - (1 + C) - == a + h1 - (1 + ')
2
ain.
2g
.
:g
( - e1)'
may be calculated. _Neglecting prejudicial resistances :
Ii ,in. fJ
1.
X .z: a + "l
•
,
2 COi. Cl Bin. (/J - Cl)
and neglecting the atmospheric pressure :
h ,in. 13
1. - -=-----,,-�:---X
. - "1
•
2 COB. Cl lin. (/J -Cl)
x =- 0, or more correctly x =- the external pressure of the atmosphere
,. •i�.
. The loss of water involved in the
when h1 =
2 COB. a sin.�;3 - e1)
free space necessarily left, depends on the difference between the
internal pressure (x), and the external pressure at this point, and is
different in the two turbines now under consideration. That the
water may flow on in a connected stream, x must never descend to 0,
k Bin. J3
. we must have a + n'- >
that 1s,
. that the
• Again,
.
1 .
2 co,. ca sin. (fJ - ca)
water may not recede from the bottom of the wheel, we must never
have v- O, that is, we must have :t.
1 (Q)t
a
+
z,
or
h
- . .
<
a
a - h, + z > 0, or '/,,1 <
+
1
·
2g G
Hence, when the area of the orifice . G is large, we must. have
h'I < a. From this we see that the height of the wheel above the
· surface of the tail-race must never reach to the water-barometric
height of 84 feet.
.
.
.
If. in Jonval's turbine, the reservoir be high and narrow, so that
the ;elocity of the water in it is considerable, there arise losses of
effect at this point from friction, resistance in curves, impact, &c.
&c. On this account, it is advisable to make the reservoir wide i�
proportion to ilie wheel's diameter.
· § 168. The Mechanical Effect of Fontaine', and Jonval'a Tur
hinea.-The effect of these turbines may be deduced exactly as that
of Fourneyron's has been, by subtracting from the total mecha
nical effect of the fall Q h "I, the effect consumed by different pre
judicial resistances, &c. The loss in the guide-curve apparatus
c' Q y. , Again
Li =- , • � Qy, and that in the wheel-channel L. 2 = x '
2:g
2:g
the loss of the via viva retained by the water at its exit from the
wheel, is

( )
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(2 v sin. )
2
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•

= ws
- Q 't = ---· Q -y•
2g

•

2g
In Jonval's turbines, there has to be added to these the loss of
effect involved in the velocity of discharge (w1 ) through the sluice
w12
1 Q3
= 2g Q y = - 'Y•
2g . a2
Hence the total effect of the wheel :

L=

2
)
(h - [' cl + • c, + (2 v sin. � + w/] . 2�) Q r.
2

We see from this that the loss of effect increases as the angle a in
creases, and as the velocity w 1 is greater, or as the velocity of dis
charge and sluice-opening G are less.
When the sluice is fully drawn, and the reservoir is wide, U\ may
be assumed == 0. Hence, in Jonval's turbine, the efficiency decreases
•as the quantity of water diminishes, or as the sluice is lowered. In
Fontaine's turbines, the same relative effects are produced for dif
ferent positions of the sluice as in Fourneyron's turbines. It appears,
therefore, that the efficiency of the turbines now un�erc_ discussion�
c�nnot be much more or less than that of Fourneyron s 1n the s■UM
circumstances. Experiments, hereafter cited, confirm this.
· § 169. Construction of Fontaine's and Jonval', Turbine,.-We
have now to determine the general rules for the proportions and
construction of these wheels.
The angles J3 and a of the wheel-buckets are taken arbitrarily-the
latter, however, as small as possible, i. e., \5° to 20°, and J' - 100°
-to 110°. From these we have the guide-curve angle a, ii,. for the
sake of preventing all impact at entrance of the water, we put
•
a.
ain.
c
. o,
. 13 - c, ,in.
. a =- v ,,n.
• and -1 -= .
.
c, ,in.
V
sin. (fJ - a.)
•
•
. .
ain. a.
,in.
Hence, b y comb1na
t1on : .
-= . a ; and we h ave
,in. (JJ - a.) sin. IJ
sin. (/J - a.)
1 , or cotg. a. =s cotg. 13 + . 1 .
..
.
.
,in. a. ,in.
,in. a
fJ
,,n. a
From the angles a. and /J, we have the velocity of the wheel
t1 -

2gh

2 ,in. fJ co,. a. + , ( ,in. fJ ) ' + •'
ain. (JJ- a.)
,in. (�=..iiO
and the velocity of entrance ol the water cc.. v ,in. fJ • and from
sin. (fJ - a.) '
this we have the sectional areas F =- Q , and F, - g__
C .
C
�he width of the wheel, or length of the buckets measured
radially, must be made in suitable proportion (as . small as possible),
VOL. II.-25
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" = �r to the mean ro.<lius of the wheel. In the turbines
made • = 0,3 to 0,4. This being done, we havec:
F = 2 ,c 1· d sin. o = 2 " • ., 1 sin. o,

hitherto

:i

and, therefore,

1·

=

..I!'_
f
� 2 re ., sin.

a.

, an<l d = v 1·.

If we farther assume a proportion 4' = e of the width of the orifice
d
measured at the mean circumference of the wheel to the length of
the buckets (in existing turbines this is !), ,ve have e = 4i d, and,
.
n = 2 r 8in.
F · The h e1g
a.
==
--ht of
ets
-buck
of
er
hence' the numb
e
de
the wheel b is made a.bout tho same ns the width cl.
§ 170. Oonstrttction of tlie Buckets.-The buckets are surfaces
of double curvature, tho generatrix of which passes, on the one hand
through the axis at right angles, and on the other through a loading
line which we may suppose drawn on o.
cylinder of the mean 1·adius 1·. As by
Fig. 279.
-====
developing a oylintler as n plane, a
rectangular surface is produced, lines
mo.y be drawn on this surface, which.
,vhen the right angle is round tho cylin:
der, will serve as the leading line for the
bucket surfaces. Those developed lend
ing lines may, l1owever, be constructed
of arcs and their tangents. If KL, Fig.
279, be tbe developed circle, in which
the wheel n.nd guide-curve apparatus
meet, the line ANJJ of the guide-curve, may be found by making
.A.A. 1 = 2 n r , and by drawing AN, .A 1N1 • • • , so that the angle of
n
inclination, NAL = �A1 L . . . = o. Again, let fall AO perpen
dicular to A1 N1 • Draw a. line parallel to KL at a distance equal
to the height of the guide-curves. From tbe point O where the
perpendicular .A O intersects this line, describe tho arc N,.Di, and
similarly, from another point 0, the arc ND, &c. &c., then AlvD,
A 1 N1 I)1 are the developed guide lines of the guide-curves. To
find the guide lines of the ,vheel buckets, dra,v at the distance
EL = b the height of the wheel, the line EG parallel to KL, make
E.E1 = C)
"" n" r, and draw the straight lines EB, .E1B1, &c., so that
the �ngle BEG = B1.E1 G becomes equal to the angle of discharge 6.
Again, let fll.11 IJJ1B perpendicular to BE, anu lay off AB, so that
1(

the angle ABO= J3 + 6 • If, lastly, f1·om the centre III of the line
2
AB, there be rn.ised the perpendicular JJ[O, this cuts BT at the
centre O of the arc AB, forming the upper part of the developed
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guide line of a wheel bucket, whilst the straight lines BE, B1E1, &c.,
form the lower part.
. It is evident that this construction of the guide and wheel curves,
insures that water leaves them with the sections ANi and BE1 re
spectively.

E_xample. It is required to give the leading dimensions and proportions of a Jonval's
turlune for a fall of I2 feet in height, with 8 cubic feet of water per second. Assuming
°
2 0 , and S
105°, we have for the angle of the guide curves :
1
1
2,65585,
0,26795
2,92380
cotg. 105°
cotg. 11
cotg. S
°
11n. 20
1111. l
and, therefore, 11 20°, 38'. Assuming C = 0,15, and a = 0,101 the best velocity for the
whee l :
2gh --=-=
8.02 v'12
-1
,in. S
v'I,813 + 0,1407 + 0,1000
� 2 �n. S r.oa. 11
)
nn. (S -11)
nn.n(S-•)
27,7R =
19,38 feet, and from this we have the velocity of entrance :
✓�,0537
., ,in. 8
c = ----= 18,77 feet.
,in. (S8
8 = 0,4262 square feet, and F2
Q
Q
The sections F
0,4127
t,
19,38
C
] 8,77
square feet, and if we take the ratio ,
d
i, the mean radius :
r
=J
0,7598 feet, and the width of wheel
0,426:l°
F
r
J
2 ,r- • ain. •
f tr ,in. 20 , 38'
u, 7598
d
== 0,2532 feet From the space occupied by the buckets, each of
r
3
these calculated dimensions should be somewhat increased.
The width of the channels e l d == 0,12 66 feet, andn.·. ti the number of buckets
0,4 2 62
!_
0,4262
13,29, for which we may, however, adopt 16.
e
2
0,03
26
6
0,2532 . O, 1
d
.
.
The height of the wheel I, is madti d = 0,2532. The radius of the reservoir may
0,8864, or about 1 foot,
be made somewhat greater than r d
0,7598
0,12 66
2
and hence the area of it will
3,1416 square feet. The velocity:
8 -= ,546 feet, and the height due to this velocity:
2
1
Q
w
·
6
4
1
3,1
•
z 0,0t 55 . 2,54 61 0,1005 feet. The etrect of this wheel, when the sluice is com•
pletely drawn, would be :
1
1
1
2
+ w,•
L- (le - [C c'+ a 4 + ( 11,i,a.
)Q,2g
(1 2 - (0, 15 . 18,779 + 0,10. 19,381 + (2 . 19,38 ,in. 10°)• 2,M6']. 0,0155) 8 . 62,5
= ( 12 - 103,66 . 0,0155) . 500- 10,39 X 500 a: 5195 ft. lbs.,n== 9,4 horse J>C:>Wer.
The losses of effect in the reservoir would reduce this to 4800 ft. lbs., so that the efficiency
would be something near 0,80; for as the power expended is 62,!> X 8 X 1 2 - 6000 ft.
11>1., 4800+6000-,80. These calculations are for English measures.
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§ 171. Experiment, on Fontaine', and Jonvar, Purhinu.-Very
trustworthy experiments on these wheels are detailed in the
" Comptes Rendues de I' Academie des Sciences a Paris, 1846."
There are also som? eai:lier experiments by MM. Alcan . a��
e xl1v. )
Grouvelle. (Se� Bulletin de Ia Soci�te d'EncourageJl!,ent, tome
_
These experiments show that in Fontaine's turbines, as m Four
neyron's, the efficiency is greatest when the sluice is quite drawn
up, and that the efficiency is less · affected by variations of head,
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than by variations in the quantity of water supplied. The turbine
at Vadeney, near Chalons-sur-Marne, the efficiency of which was
determined by Alcan and Grouvelle, has 1,6 metres (5,24 feet) ex
ternal diameter, 0,12 metres (nearly 5 inches) in height, the fall
was 5½ feet, the quantity of water about 93 gallons per second.
The principal result of this experiment was that for u - 30 to 5 0
per minute, the efficiency was 0, 67. One of Fourneyron's wheels
of an early date, made for the sc
_ame fall, gave f/ .. �, 60. Morin's
experiments were made on a turbine for a powder mill, st ijouchet.
The diameter was 1,2 metres, the width 0,25 metres. There were
24 guide-curves and 58 wheel buckets. It had a fallcof
_ about 12
metres and 6 cubic feet per second supply. Experiments were
8, and 4 _inche� of the sluice drawn, and _ the following
made ;ith 2c
_,
results obtained. Sluice quite open u - 45, the efficiency a maxi
mum, and - 0,69 to O, 70.
When the sluice was shut so as to reduce the expenditure by t
'1 was reduced to 0,57. The
_ efficiency va�ied little 'Yith the velocity
of the wheel, for when making 35 revolutions per minute, "I was still
== 0, 64, an� for 55 revolutions, "I = 66. It appears, too, that the
greatest power exerted, and at which the wheel moved irregularly,
was about 1½ times that with which the wheel produced its maximum
effect. The wheel was a few inches in back water during the ex
periments. We see from these experiments, that Fontaine's turbine
may be considered among the first-class of hydraulic wheels. The
circumstance of the pivot being out of water is an advantage (though
obtained at considerable expense, and by a method inapplicable to
large machines). The " graissage atmosph�rique" of Decker and
Laurent accomplishes the same end, the lower end of the upright
shaft being surrounded by a bell, analogous to a diving-bell, which
revolves with it. The air in the bell is kept of the necessary den
sity by a small air-pump.
§ 172. Jonval's Turbines. - The experiments on Jonval's tur
bines gave equally favorable
_ results a� those on Fontaine's. �essrs.
Kochlin and Co. have deta.iled experiments on one constructed by
them at Mlihlhausen, in the " Bulletin de la Soci�t� Industr. de
Mlilhause, 1844. " This turbine was 3,1 feet in diameter, 8 inches
high. It was placed 2' - 8" under the surface of the 1\·ater in the
lead, the fall being, however, 5½ feet, and the supply being 125
gallons per second. The efficiency for u - 78 to 95 per minute
was O, 76 to 0,90. Morin considers, however, that the quantity of
supply was reckoned too low, and that, therefore, this high efficiency
must be reduced from 0 ,63 to 0,71.
Colonel Morin made experiments with a turbine of 0,81 metres
external diameter, 0,12 metres internal width, 18 buckets, fall 5½
feet, supply 45 to 65 gallons per second. Morin comes to the fol
lowing conclusions from all his experiments. In the normal state
the water having impeded entrance and exit, the number of revolu:
tions was 90 per minute and ,; == 0, 72. By putting contractin g
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pie�es on the wheel, the efficiency did not become much less (0,63)
until the section was very considerably diminished.
The efficiency did not vary for variations of velocity 25 per cent.
ab�ve and below that for the maximum effect. By depressing the
sluice, the efficiency was diminished, so that it is evidently a very im
perfect regulator for the wheel. When the section of the aperture
for the discharge of the water was reduced to 0,4 of that for the
norm al condition, ri was reduced to 0,625.
Redtenbacher gives some experiments on a turbine of Jonval's,
the maximum efficiency for the sluice fully drawn having been
0, 62. As in the case of Fourneyron's turbines, these experi
m�nts indicate that the wheel working without load makes about
�w1ce as many revolutions as when furnishing its maximum effect in
its normal state.
§ 173. Comparison of different Turbines with each other.-If we
compare the turbines of Fontaine and Jonval with those of Four
neyron, we find that in Fontaine's turbines the water is less deviated
from its original direction of motion than in Fourneyron's, so that
for the same velocity of entrance the resistance is less in the one
than in the other. Thus the velocity of entrance in Fontaine's
wheel may be made greater, and, therefore, the wheel may be made
less in diameter than Fourneyron's. The guide-curves of Fontaine's
,vheels take on the water in more nearly parallel layers than they
�o in Fourneyron's wheels, where a divergence of the stream enter
ing �he wheel cannot possibly be avoided.
On the other hand, Fourneyron's wheels have certain advantages.
�he pressure on the pivot is reduced to the weight of the machine
1n motione; whilst in Fontaine's, the whole weight of water is borne
by the pivot, thus involving greater friction, cll!teris paribus. Again,
i n Fourneyron's turbines, the particles of water move with the same
velocity of rotation, which is not the case in the newer turbine, in
which the velocity of the outer particles is much greater than that
of the inner. This gives rise to eddying motions, consuming me
chani�al effect, and causing irregularities in the motion of the water
through the wheel. The turbine of Fourneyron is also more easily
constructed than that of Fontaine, particularly the buckets.

=

Rmaark 1. The Fontaine turbines are well adapted for tide-mill,.
Rnnark 2. Jonval's turbines are considered to present advantages i n respect of their
being placed so that they can be easily got al The Ji1nit at which they may be placed
above the tail-race has been already pointed out to be 34 feet; but from experiments of
M. Marazeau, and from certain theoretical oonsiderations of Morin, it appears that the
height of tl1e turbin� above the water in the race must not exceed even lower Ji1ni11
t�an the above, because otherwise, the water is very apt to lo. its continuity i�_mediately under the wheel, and thus 9f«t is lost.

§ 174. <Jomparison l>etween Turl>inea and other Water WMelB..Turbines, from their nature, are applicable to fallseo� any_ heigh�,
.
from 1 to 500 feet. Vertical water wheels are limited 1n their
appl!cations to fall� under 60 feet as the highest. The effici�ncy of
turbines for very high falls is less than for smaller falls, on account
of the hydraulic resistances involved, a-pd which increase as the
25*
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square of the velocity. Vertical water wheels having from 20 to 40
feet fall, give a greater efficiency than any turbine. For falls of
from 10 to 20 feet, they may be considered as being very nearly on
a par in point of efficiency ; and, for very low falls, turbines �ive a
higher efficiency than any vertical wheel that could be substituted
for them. Poncelet's wheels, for falls of from 8 to 6 feet, a.re on a
par with turbines, but only within t�ese limits. Turbines �re ui:i
affected by back-water, whilst vertical wheels lose effect_ 1n this
condition. Variations in supply of water affect the efficiency of
vertical water wheels less than they do that of turbines. This
gives the vertical water wheel a!1 hydraulic economical advantage,
which is in some cases of great importance. When water becomes
scarce the best effect from what is available may always be de
pended upon from a good vertical wheel, whilst the turbine falls off'
in efficiency as its sluice is lowered, from ca. uses which in our dis
cussion of the theory of turbines we have fully explained.
§ 175. Variations of velocity on either side of the normal con
ditions, have the same result in the two kinds of wheels, but the
turbines have a decided advantage, in that they make a greater
number of revolutions per minute than any vertical wheels. The
velocity of rotation is limited to from 4 to 8 feet per second,
whilst in turbines this velocity, having a certain ratio to the height
of fall, is generally much greater. The application of water to ope
rations requiring great velocity, is, therefore, most advantageously
made by turbines ; whilst for operations requiring slow motions, the
vertical wheel is to be preferred. It is a question of practical dis
cretion, to decide as to whether it is better to reduce the velocity
of turbines, or to r_aise the velocity of vertical wheels by means of
the gearing that is to transmit their water-power to the work to be
done.
For variable resistances, such as rolling mills, forge hammers
&c., the vertical wheel is certainly to be preferred, because its greai
mass serves better for regulating the motion than the smaller tur
bine, which for such work requires the addition of a fly-wheel.
. In respect to economy of construction, turbines are at least as
cheap as vertical wheels. When the fall is considerable and the
quantity of water great, the turbine is the cheaper machine of the
two. The turbine almost necessarily involves the use of iron in its
construction, and hence cannot always be adopted. The durability
or the maintenance of a. turbine, is probably less than that of �
vertical wheel, cmteris paribua.
In respect to workmanship, it is manifest that the guide-curve
turbines require greater skill than vertical water wheels do for their
con�t�ction, with the same relative degree of perfection. Also
deVJation from the scientific rules for their construction is of much
more prejudicial consequence for turbines, than in the cn.se of vertical
wheels. T�is latter circumstance is the cause of the failure of many
of the turbines that have been erected, and operates against their
more general introduction.
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Turbines, it must be borne in mind, require c lean, water to be laid
?D, for they would be greatly damaged bysand, mud,clcaves, branches,
�ce, &c., pa ing through them, and their efficiency lessened. This
JS not the case ,vith vertical ,vheels.
. § 176. Turbines iuitlt Ho1·izontal .Axis.-Examples of distorted
1ngenuity have been displayed in putting turbines, particularly Jon 
v_n l's and \Vhiteln.,vs', on horjzontal axes. This mode of construc
tion can never be advantageous, though it may have some local
convenience suggesting its adoption.
. Jonval and ltedtenbacher have proposeu the arrangement shown
1n Fig. 280. Where .ll.11 is the lead pipe, BB the one, and B1 B1
Fig. 280.

•

the other wheel CC the horizontal axis, nnd DD and DD1 the
,jointing-rings (Vol. II. § 151), E and E1 being the tail-race.
A throttle valve in the mnin or lead pipe is the means of regulation.
Herr Schwnmkrug, of J?reybcrg, bus recently erected a vertical
whee], working on the principle of
Fir. 2s1.
the pressure turbine. The wheel i�
like one of Poncelct's, bu� the water
J:
is introduced on the in8idc by a pipe,
....
f.
so that it flows through the wheel
n
ll
near the bottom of it. Fig. 2 1 shows
"'
the arrangement adopted.
'·
'
\
'\
Tl1e guide-curves DE, D, E, nre
,
F
'.
,
�
.., I
movable on centres, and serve to rcg�
,
'
]ate the discharge of wnt�r. This
.\
,,
construction bas ud\'antagcs 1n respect
of the "·heel being li ttle exposed to
the action of the "·n.ter, and as the
water acts on a very small arc the "'heel must l1ave a. greater
diameter than a turbine, and he�cc in cases where slow motion is
'

\
\

\
\
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required, may do away ,vith the necessity of intermediate gear for •
re<lncing speed. But such u. wheel ,vould necessarily be more costly
than a turbine, and its efficiency w·ould certainly be less.
The same principle might be applied, ns shown in elevation in
Fig. 2 2, to a Fontaine' s turbine.
uch a machine is applicable for
all falls, but never o.dvantageously.
Before concluding this subject, we may ad<l that Poncolct 's tur
bines have been quite recently applied in S,vitzerland, under the
· na1ne of tangential wheels.
Fi2. 2 2.

Fig. 263.

Fig. 283 represents a horizontal section of a part of one of these
wheels, and tho mode of layiug on the ,vatcr. ,5' is the regulating
sluice, in advance of ,vhich the lead is divided into three channels
oy guide plates. The "Taterc. is discharged in the interior of the
"heel in such manner that the pivot is protected from the water.

(�1 r. Ellwood ?tforri9, i11 the "Journal of the Franklin Institute.'' for Noven1ber, J842
(tlurd serie�, vol. iv., p. 303), jn discu1<sin� the at1,a !11at,tes. of Fonrnl'yron's turhines,
n1ake� the following remarks: " In conclut-1on. the cl11ef points of auva11tt1l(l' pro1uisetl
by the use of turbines upon the mill seais of tue Un1ted States, tnay be briefly summed
up as follows :1. Tb.ey net with perfect su!'cess in ba.c-k•\\•ater.
2. 'I'hey nre not liaule 10 ol>:!trnction from ice.
3. They require but little gearing to get up a high velocity nt the \\•orking point.
4. They use to tulvautn�e every inch of lilll.
5. They are equally applicable to very hi�h and very lo,v fulls.
n. Tiley are equal iu power ro the best overshot wheels.
7. They may vary groa1ly i11 velocity ·without lo!iing f)O\\'er.
K They are very co,npact arid occupy bur little roo,11.
ti. Tltey may be very accurntely regulated to nn 11111fonn spet,d.
10. TIiey nre perfeclly si,nple, and not likely to get out oforder.
I I. Tltey are not very expensive.
J �- Thi!y are ,·ery durnule.
" Upon one account or nnotlJer,'1 be n,lds, " the tnrbine is superior to all other \\'Qt�r
,vheel!', anu consequently n1ust be regarded ns the very best hyiliaulic u1otors now known
tv mechnnics:'-AM. En.]
Literature. The Htcrn1urc on curl,ines bas of late years bcco1ne very extensive. We
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have already mentioned several treatises and papers on the subject. The following are
some of the more important works:Fourneyron's original paper appeared in the " Bulletin de la Societe d'Encouragement,
1 834." Morin's " Experitnental Inquiry," already quoted, followed in 1838. In I 838,
Poncelet published his " Theorie des Etfets mecani11ues de la Turbine Fourneyron," in
then" Comptes Rendues," and as a separate treatise. In D'Aubnisson's " Hydraulique,"
the turbine is treated of, but only superficially. In 1843, Combefl published,n" Recherches
t�eoretiques et experimeutales sur Jes Roues reaction OU tuyaux," a tract of con
siderable importarice, as it for the first time recognizes the necessity of taking into con
sideration the hydraulic resistances, which Poncelet and Redtenbacher have neglected
to do. Redtenbacher's work, " Theorie und Ban <ler Turbinen und Ventilatoren, Man•
heim, 1 844," is founded on Poncelet's theory, and is the best and most complete work
on the subject. On the newer turbines, there appears in the "Comptes Rendues," tome
xxii.� 1 846, " Rapport sur un Memoire de M. M. A. Koechlin, ooncernant une nouvelle,
Turbine (Jonval) construite dans leurs ateliers, par Poncelet, Piobert, et Morin." Also,
" Note !!ur la Theorie de la Turbine <le Koechlin, par Morin," et " Note sur l'Application
cle la Theorie du Mouven1ent des Fluides aux experience• de M. Maroaeau, pu �n/'
In then" Comptes Rendues," &c., t. xxiii., 1 846, there appear• a paper " Ez� et
Notes sur la Turbine de M. Fontaine-Baron, par Morin." The .. Bulletin de la Socil,te
d'Encouragement, 1 844-45," contains notices of the turbines of Jonval and Fontaine.
Armengand's publication " lndustrielle," contains ,oocl drawings and dacriprioo■ of
the tnrbines of Cndiat, Callon. Fourneyron, and Gentilhomme. In the 116 Polf18Cb. Cen•
tralblatt, bd. vii., I 846," Parro's turbine is described. Nagel'■ turbine i■ de■oribecl in
Dingler's " Journal, bd. xcv.," and Pa880t's turbine, in the Mme Journal, bd. ltcl.-. Bour
geois' screw, is a twbi�-htlict, or with !!Crew-formed channela. &, " Polytechoi■ches
Centndblatt, bd. i., 184 7." In then" Proceedings of the lnatitution of Civil Efllioeen for
1842," there is a notice of turbines by Prof. Gordon. ltl the " 1'mnsactions of the Society
of Arts of Scotland, I 805," there is a notice of a turbine erected at_ Mr. J. G. Stuart'• ftax
n1ill, at Balgonie, in Fifeshire. This is the first turbine erected in Britain, and is one of
the largeet ever made. Its efficiency is reckoned to be - 0,70.
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